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The lovers of good cider, which in bottles
is one of the most delightful beverages, and
rarely nlet with once a century, will be obli
ged to us for quoting the following from the
New-England Farmer:
“ 7b bottle Cider.—To fine and improve
the flavor of one hogshead, take a gallon of,
good French brandy, with a half an ounce of
cochineal, one pound of alum, and three
pounds of sugar candy ; bruise them all well
in a mortar, and infuse them in the brandy for
a day or two, then mix the whole with your
cider, and stop it close for five or six months,
after which, if fine, bottle it off. The brandy
will prevent the bottles from bursting.

Office of the Colonization Society,?
Washington, October 21 st, 1831.

J

From Liberia.—Dèspatches from the Af
rican Colony, bearing date up to the 2d of
September, have arrived at the office of the
Colonization Society. The Colony is pros
perous, and the rumor of a great mortality
among the emigrants by the Vdlador, (so in
dustriously circulated some months ago by
the enemies of the Society,) wholly unfound
ed. The Colonial Agent, Dr. Mechlin, is
well, and Dr. Todson, the Colonial Physician,
who has been sick, fast recovering.—The na
tives express a great desire to come under the
protection of the Colony, and are in many
cases willing to be governed by its laws.
Both Dr. Mechlin and Dr. Todson, have la
bored very successfully to promote the health
and prosperity of the Coiony. The country,
to some distance in the ir erior, has been ex
plored, and promises richly to reward agri
cultural industry. Forty-six vessels (twentyone of which were American) visited Liberia
during the last year. Indeed, every thing in
the intelligence just received, seems to indi
cate that Providence is opening before the
free people of color in the United States, a
rich and ample inheritance in the country of
their ancestors, and inviting the American
people to aid with the powers and resources
of the States and the Nation, the great work
of humanity and religion in which the Colo
nization Society is engaged.—Further state
ments may be expected in the African Re
pository for next month.

No. 25.
JAMAICA, SE1>T. 4.

THE WEATHER-Disastkhs at Sea, 8lc.
The vessel mentioned in our last Saturday’s
paper to have been seen off the N. E. part of
the island floating bottom up, came on shore
among the rocks near Long Bay, and proves
to be the General Chaubert, of Charleston,
apparently a new vessel. She had been load
ed with Sugar, in boxes, and Tobacco, and
was no doubt, out of port oiji the Southside
of Cuba, when overtaken by the hurricane,
which the Miles Standish (arrived at Fal
mouth, and since condemned,) encountered
off St. Domingo on the morning of Saturday,
the 13th ult. Of the violence of the gale,
which fortunately did not reach our shores,
some idea may be formed by the fact, that
along the whole N. E. part of the island, with
out almost any wind, the sea rose much high
er than it did on the 7th August, last year, or
perhaps was ever known to rise ; as at Hector’s
River estate, protected by a chain of cliffs
scarcely less than 100 feet perpendicular, the
waves broke over the top of them and wash
ed away the graves in the negro burial ground«
There is too much reason to fear that other
vessels, which . happened unfortunately for
them to be in the tract of that awful tempest,
must have suffered. A boat, quite in pieces,
was washed ashore, in Plantain-Garden-Riv
er-Bay, with the name “ Caroline” upon it,
and Capt. George of the Sloop Stoaksfield,
has picked up a puncheon of rum, no brand
mark, but scratched SV, G at bottom No. 12.
The cask had no barnacles upon it, therefore
could not have been long in the water ; and
this was on board the Caroline (which vessel
cleared from Kingston on the 8th.) There is
too much reason to fear she is lost, and if
not some other vessel must have suffered.
It will be recollected that on Saturday,
the 25th of June, about nine o’clock in the
morning, a most tremendous swell of the sea
came rolling in upon the South East of the
island, swamped one or two boats, and did
very serious injury to the wharves at MorantBay. The swell came in at E. S. E. direction
while the wind at the time Was Northerly.
Thecause of this swell is now accounted for
by the hurricane at Grenada, and affords a cu
rious and striking illustration of the impulse
of wind upon the water. The gale com
menced there from the S. E. at two o’clock on
Thursday afternoon, and the swell caused by
it reached here, a distance of about 900 miles,
at nine o’clock on Saturday, being at the rate
of upwards of 20 miles an hour !”—Chronicle.

FOREIGN ~ NËWS.

Details of Storm of Warsaw—Tumults in Paris
and fall of French Funds—Defeat of thé
French Ministers—Misiindierstanaitig between
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
France and Spain.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
The Colossus, at Philadelphia, brings Londoii
interest will he charged on all subscriptions which
papers to Sept. 21, and Liverpool to 22, both iiri
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
elusive.
paper, discontinued, except at the option of the pub
The Fall of Warsaw is fully coiTFiRMED.
lishers, until all arrearages are paid.
The contest was sanguinary—the city Was car*
The publishers do not hold themselves responsible for
ried by storm, and the whole Polish army are
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
Charged for its insertion.
said to have surrendered at Plock as Prisoners
-r----------- mfflTrmTTn
of War. Poland—hoble Poland is blotted from
To refine cider and give it a fine Amber
the map of Europe by the cold, calculating, but
MTSC E LIANE O US.
color.—Take the whites of six eggs, with a
fruitless policy of the Fferich and English cabin
handful of fine beach sand washed clean ; stir
THE FARMER’
ets.
them well together, then boil a -quart of mo
Happiness seems to have fixed her seat in ,
lasses down to a candy, and cool it by pour
The excitement produced by these events in
Vural scenes. The spacious hall, the lighted
ing in cider, and put it together with the eggs
Paris was intense. The French Governmeiit
Assembly, the splendid equipage, and the and sand into a barrel of cider, and mix the
received accounts of the fall of Warsaw, Sept.
pomp of courts, do not sooth and entertain whole together. When thus managed, it will
15, from the French Minister in Berlin, but did
the mind of man in any degree, like the ver keep for many years. Molasses alone will
dant plain, the enamelled mea l, the fragrant
not venture to make it known until the day fol
also refine cider and give it a higher color,
grove, the melodious birds, the sportive beasts, but to prevent the molasses from causing the
lowing.
Boston Patriot.
the azure sky, and the starry heavens.
The announcment then appears to have
cider to prick, let an equal quantity of brandy
It is undoubtedly a fact, that in proportion
been the Signal of a general commotion—i
be put in with it. Skimmed milk, with some
to our population, too many leave the occu
mobs collected in the streets of Paris, the
lime slacked in it and mixed with it, or with
pation of the Agriculturalist, for other em
Ministers were every where denounced as the
the white of eggs with the shells broken in, is
ployments. If this arise from its being con also good for clarifying cider, and all other
betrayers of Poland, and a stormy discussion
sidered that the employment of the husband liquors, when with them ; a piece of fresh
took place in the Chamber of Deputies, which
man is not respectable it is a very great mis bloody beef cut into small pieces, and put into
was threatened to be resumed on Monday.
take. Every thing is honorable, which is
The Ministers gave but cold and laconic an
the cask, will also refine the liquor, and serve
useful and virtuous. This is an employment
swers to the attacks made upon them, and so
instituted by God himself, and by him pecul for it to feed on.
strongly is the war party seconded by popu
The
ex-Dey
of
Algiers
(as
he
styles
him

iarly owned and blest. It is that on which
lar feeling without, that it was feared by the
The
Sick
Headache.
—
A
medical
gentleman
self
on
his
visiting
cards)
dined
on
the
28th
every thing depends. True, it is laborious ;
friends of peace that the resignation of the
of
high
respectability
informs
us,
that
this
August
with
the
prime
minister
of
France,
but, then, labor brings health, and health is
Ministers must be the consequence.—The
malady
as
he
has
for
a
long
time
had
occasion
and
was
attired
in
the
richest
oriental
style.
the fountain of enjoyment and happiness.
Government had been already defeated in the
to
observe,
is
generally
found
in
connexion
He
wore
a
pair
of
deep
green
spectacles.
On
The condition of the farmer is the condition
Chamber, upon the motion of bestowing hon
with
the
use
of
strong
green
tea.
A
total
athe morning of that day, he sent a written re
of independence. His little dominion is his
ors upon the officers appointed by Bonaparte
own, his comforts are his own, and he is not bandonment of this beverage usually succeeds quest,—which was granted,—to 'be allowed
during the hundred days.
at the mercy of the public whim or caprice. in driving away the malady.—The different to place his own cook in the kitchen of his
The London Morning Herald of the 20th
It is not necessarily the case, in this happy kinds of black tea, he says, are found to have host, who should prepare his share of the din
says :—“The fate of Warsaw', and the ruin of
ner. The cook appeared with two live fowls,
country especially, that the farmer must be a a less deleterious influence.
so sacred a cause as that of Poland, appear to
Western Recorder.
which, having despatched, secundum artem,
stupid, ignorant man. He is taught in his
cast a general gloom over the public mind ;
he boiled and served up, with rice. His
youth, the first rudiments of education, and
hard and bitter are the complaints against a
Old
Tea
Leaves.
—
After
every
thing
that
Highness,
the
ex-Dey
—
the
displaced
Unit
—
he has many spare hours to read. In the
Government, which, by a single manifestation
hot
water
can
extract
from
tea
leaves
has
ate
nothing
else.
The
cabinet
proper
of
heat of summer’s noon, and by the long win
of its will, could have saved a brave nation.
been
extracted
they
will
still
yield,
when
sub

Louis
Philip
were
present,
and
greatly
edifi

ter’s evening fire, he has much time for his
The latest accounts from Paris represent the
newspapers and his books ; and in this coun jected to the searching power of any strong ed by the good humor with which he seem
state of the capital as most alarming ; the
spirit,
nearly
as
strong
an
effusion
as
ever.
ed
to
bear
his
political
dissolution.
try they are placed within the reach of all.
public feeling is raised to a State of phrenzied
Whoever, therefore, is ambitious of rivalling,
Nat. Gazette.
hostility against the ministers, on their poli
at a cheap rate, his late Majesty, in the flavor
AUTUMN.
cy towards Poland ; their funds have fallen
Something Strange.—A friend tells us that
The fresh greenness of spring has long since of his punch, has only to save the waste con
from 2 to 3 per cent.”
passed away. ; the ardent heat of summer has tents ofthe morning’s tea-pot, for the improve quite an occurrence happened in Rowley,
The London Morning Chronicle of the
ment
of
the
evening
bowl.
on
Wednesday,
as
he
thinks,
of
last
week.
abated ; and sober autumn makes its solemn
21st says—“We have received from Paris the
Mr
David
Pickard,
who
was
on
the
mashes
entree into the kingdom of nature. The frost
Messenger des Chambres of Saturday, and
HARTFORD, OCT. 29.
by a narrow creek, near the mouth ofRowley
INVENTIONS.
is in the air, and the sear is on the leaf. Ev
the Constitutionel of Monday ; they as well as
ROBBERY, WITCHES, &c.
river,
saw
a
large
fish
—
a
shark
as
he
sup

ery thing around us discourses of decay. The
We have before us a record of all the im
the letters of our correspondents contain in
The store of Mr. Joseph Battell, of Nor formation of the most serious import ; all ar
mutations in the microcosm of man, although provements in the arts, mechanics and manu poses—making up the creek, with his back
folk,
Conn,
was
broken
open
on
Saturday
above
water.
Being
provided
with
a
gun
slower and more gradual than among the factures, invented in the United States and en
gue that great changes in France are unavoid
green herbage and the lofty forest, are no less tered in the Patent Office since the year 1793, he discharged it at the creature, when it made evening last, & robbed of fifteen hundred dol able.
lars
in
money.
There
were
four
one
hun

certain.—Let us be wise enough to profit by when the first patent law was passed. It is a monstrous leap, and deposited its huge bulk
“ We have more than once stated that the
the lessons which Providence has multiplied contained in a document transmitted last win “ high and dry” u|ion the land. It measured dred dollar notes, and several of twenty dol reduction of Poland would in all probability
lars on the batìk of the United States—and be the end of the reign of Louis Philip : and
about us, and prepare ourselves for the uni ter to Congress by the Secretary of State, and nine feet in length.—Newburyport Herald.
the remainder principally consisted of bills we are much mistaken if the aspect of affairs
ting hours which lie between us and the grave, comprises a list of no less than six thousand
A Sunday School would have saved them.— of banks in this city. A hundred dollars at Paris do not now lead to a change of gov
that when we are required to go into fellow inventions, the product of American ingenuity
ship with the worm, and mingle with the clods in the course of thirty six years. During that A fire occurred a Sunday or two since at Phil were offered as a reward to the finder of the ernment. The French are greatly incensed
of the valley, we may feel within us a hope period, the plough has been made to under adelphia. It destroyed twenty two dwellings, lost money, or the thief. A man, we under that the Poles, who by their rising enabled
which will sustain us above the reach of fear go one hundred and twentyfour improvements. and partially destroyed two others. It also stand, who resides in the town, proposed to them to give consistency to their revolution^
and with its glorious beam gild the dark edges One hundred and nineteen threshing ma destroyed the life of one human being at least! consult a witch, or fortune teller, who re and place themselves on a footing of equality
It was kindled from some shavings, which sides in Burlington, whose fame had been with the military powers, have been rather
chines have been invented. That great pro
of the clouds of futurity.
blem, the extraction of butter from cream a few idle boys were pleased to collect and widely extended as a successful developer of injured than aided by the government of Lou
A LEARNED PIG.
without fatigue to the operator, has been sol burn, while other boys were in Sunday secret matters. He volunteered his services, is Phillip. We need hardly observe that di
A correspondent in the Milledgeville Re ved in eighty ways by the inventors of eighty School. Would it not have been a saving if and paid the old woman a visit. The vener plomacy is always unavailing in matters of
corder, gives the following remarkable in churns, and the laundress has been allowed some fifty or a hundred dollars had been ex able Sybil looked through the stone, by the consequence. It would not surprise us if the
her choice out of one hundred and twenty five pended in establishing a good school in that virtues of which she is enabled to play the indignation of‘ the French should produce a
stance of sagacity in a pig.
sorceress, and straightway informed the vis
« Some six or eight pigs were in the habit washing machines. One hundred and twen neighborhood, with an attractive library ; itor where the money could be found, in the Continental war.”
and
then
if
a
little
.effort
had
been
put
forth
ty
three
machines
have
been
invented
for
of visiting the stable every time my horse fed.
Another account says :—The express from
place where it had been hid, a short distance
I was astonished to see one in particular, put making nails ; the number of new spinning to get all the boys into it—or would it have from the store whence it had been taken. Paris gives alarming accounts of the state of
been
nobody
’
s
business
?
machines
exceeds
a
hundred
;
the
number
of
his snout to the horse’s knee, lightly rubbing
The man repaired to the spot, and found every the French capital.—The news of the fall
Sabbath School Journal.
it ; this operation, of course caused the animal improvements in the loom is seventy three,
cent of the 1 money,’ even as it had been pre of Warsaw seems to have excited among all
and
in
the
manufacture
of
hats
forty
three.
to throw his head out of the trough, in order
dicted by the soothsayer. It may be added classes there a phrenzy equal to that produced
The
American
System.
—
The
Salisbury
to bite the pig, and thereby lose a mouthful of The number of steam engines exceeds a hun Manufacturing Company, James Horton by way of explanation, that the man who by the publication of the Polignac Ordinances.
corn ; at first I doubted the intent of this, but dred, that of stoves is nearly the same. There agent, run 5000 spindles, 430 looms, employ volunteered his services to consult this “ se Men view it as a national calamity—as a na
a frequent repetition removed all doubts ; and have been forty two new ways contrived for 400 hands, 3-5ths females, and turn out week cret, black, and midnight hag,” is looked up tional disgrace, of which each individual must
when from use the horse seemed not to pay manufacturing combs, in which we presume ly 600 pieces of 46 yards each, or 1,437,200 on in rather a dubious light—and report says, bear his share. The majority of the shops
attention to this, the pig changed his knee for is included the late ingenious invention for yards annually, They consume 450,000 lbs. that a prosecution has been opened for the are shut—public business is in some degree
some other part equally sensitive ; and when cutting them by a single operation, into all of wool ; 10,000 gallons of oil, and dye stuffs purpose of ascertaining whether the gift of suspended. The ministers are insulted,
the operation of tickling ceased to accomplish sorts of figures. Four new machines for par to the amount of 15,000 dollars. Their bills first sight is not as strong with him, as that of laughed at, threatened and hanged in effigy—
his purpose, the cunning pig resorted to a still ing apples have been invented and three grid for labor of various kinds, alone, amount to second with his female advocate and counsel crowds throng the streets, with crape hat
more efficient mode, that of biting the horse’s irons. Pencil cases, ramrods, razors and sus 80,000 dollars. An estimate had been made lor. Rumor says, however, that the witch in and arm bands, some pillaging gun-makers
penders, have each been subject to various
shops, others busy in listening to the ardent
leg.”____________
improvements. An invention has been pa of the importations of provisions of various question has performed divers miracles, at appeals of the newspapers—the theatres are
kinds for their and the neighborhood’s use, which the most incredulous were sorely as
tented
under
the
name
of
“
dog
poweranoth

almost all closed—the black flag is hoisted
Sagacious Dogs.—Last week we published
and the result was, they consumed 5000 bar tounded.—Connecticut Mirror.
in some of the main streets—the drum beats
a story of a dog, that applied a match to a er termed an “ elevator of pots and kettles
rels
of
flour,
5000
bushels
of
corn,
besides
hourly to arms—the Marsellaise is publicly
cannon, which made tremendous havoc in and a third destined for a useful domestic coffee, tea, &c.
ANOTHER
AVALANCH.
sung in the Palais Royal—the troops of the
the enemy’s ranks. Since then we find an purpose under the sonorous Greek name of
We
understand
that
some
time
during
the
account of one of these animals in New Jer “ Hacmagalactophorus.”
night of Thursday last, about three acres of line are in motion—and to sum up all in one
New York Evening Post.
At an annual shooting match at St. Ste land of the high bank on the North side of significant sentence, the Ministry has been
sey, who regularly listens for the winding of
phen, N. B. 30th ult. two parties of seven Presumpscot River, situated about a quarter twice defeated on points which it had strong
thé mail-carrier’s post horn, and hastens
some hundred yards to the corner of a road,
Remember the Printer.—Appended to young men each, returned with 100 part of a mile below Pride’s bridge in Westbrook, ly at heart.
seizes the packages in his paws or mouth, the notice of a marriage published in an Eas ridges, 6 black ducks, 6 robbins, 17 wood gave way and slid into the middle of the riv
M. M. Cassimir Perier and Sebastiani had a
we do not learn which, and transports them ton, Md. newspaper, are the following re cocks, 70 squirrels, 2 yellow hammers, 2 er, so as to form a complete bridge across the narrow escape with their lives- on Saturday.
snipes,
6
blackbirds,
1
pigeon,
2
jays,
1
rabbit,
in safety to the domicile of his master ! Such marks, which should be generally circulated
The French papers contain an abstract of a
river, on which people passed and repassed.
dogs are worth having.
for the information of all young candidates 1 bear ; total 214.
—The consequence was, the river below was circular dated Warsaw, Aug. 15, and address
However, these stories are but nuts and for the favors of Hymen, and for the benefit
drained ; while above, it rose rapidly 10 or 12 ed to the Polish Envoys at Paris. This doc
gingerbread to the one we once heard related of the craft in general:
Prof. Green, of New York, on a late visit feet, and flowed the adjoining field, until in ument is most affecting and impressive. It
by an old tar, who declared upon his affidavy,
Accompanying the notice of the marriage, to Somerville, N. J. lately analysed some of the course of Friday, the water found a pas charges the cabinets of England and France
that he once belonged to a ship which traded was a bottle of excellent wine, a chunk of the copper ores found near there and discov sage on each side, which has been wearing with bad faith, and adds, that if Poland be ato the East Indies, on board of which, was a pound cake as big as our press ball, with di ered a large per centage of gold, said to be away since, and will undoubtedly soon again gain enslaved, its fate must be attributed td
large Newfoundland dog named Cæsar. This vers bunches of raisins, and oceans of nuts. greater than in many of the mines in North find its accustomed channel.
their hypocritical sympathies.”
dog was remarkably docile and sagacious, To the generous couple, who, in the midst of Carolina.
The people at Presumpscot lower Falls
PARIS, sept. 17.
and after a few weeks, performed the duties all their happiness, did not forget the poor
were yesterday morning first apprised of the
The calamitous intelligence from Warsaw,
of an ordinary seaman. Whenever a topsail printer, we tender our sincere wishes for their
Capt. Norton, of the British army, has in trouble above by a total failure of water, which
has already produced part of its long foreseen
was clewed down to be reefed, Cæsar was happiness and prosperity. After the demoli vented a “ rifle shell,” of great destructive
the first man on the yard, and invariably haul tion of the good things, our devil anxiously in power, in destroying baggage wagons, camp usually pours over the top of the dam in tor effects. The people assembled last night at
ed out the weather ear-ring. He soon learned quired as he wiped his mouth, if there would equipage, &c. A shell is discharged from rents—so that fears began to be entertained Palais Royal, and proceeded thence, to thd
that those valuable privileges for Mills and
to furl light sails without assistance ; could
a rifle pistol or cannon, and is furnished with Factories, were in danger of being lost to the number of 3 or 400, to the hotel of the Minis
any more weddings soon.
take his spell at the pump ; and in light
a peg ; the rifle keeps the shell in the same proprietors for want of water. But their ap ter for Foreign Affairs (M. Sebastiani) on the
Weather took his trick at the helm, by night
direction in which it leaves the gun, so that prehensions were relieved before night by the Boulevards du Capucins, and made some
Warts and Corns.—Light a brimstone match
or by day.—The captain would not allow
it strikes on the peg, which being driven in ex sudden rise of the pond to an unusual height. show of attacking it. They succeeded, hoivever, only in breaking some panes of glass in
him to steer during a gale, fearing that if an and let a few drops fall on a Wart or Corn, and plodes the shell.
,
Portland Reader of 1st inst.
the windows when they were compelled to
accident occurred, the underwriters would not it will be removed with little pain.
retreat before the armed force. They Were
consider themselves liable for damages. Poor
[This is the latest recipe for curing Corns
Disease among Horses.—In Plymouth
Labor saving Churn.—In French Flanders, for the most part armed with clubs, but some
Cæsar was killed at last by a sailor, who which we have seen ; and if it should fail,
threw a handspike at his head because he we take the liberty to recommend to our corn county, a disease called the “ blind staggers f there is an ingenious, though simple kind of obtained muskets and pistols from the shop of
made such a hideous bellowing in calling the afflicted readers, another remedy, which we is prevailing to a considerable extent among churn, square, and mounted upon large rock a gunmaker at the corner Rue St. Fiacre. In
the horses, and a large number have died ers. Across the middle of this churn, is a an attempt to proceed to the hotel of M. Pozstarboard watch.—Exeter News Letter.
are certain will be prompt and effectual.
Perforate the corn with a small gimblet,.or within a short period. In the town of Mid- partition full of holes, so that when it is rocked zb di Borgho, (the Russian Ambassador) they
boring bit; then enlarge the lower part of the dleboro, the number that have died is esti the milk rushes to and fro through these ap were met and dispersed in that direction by a
A great mind.—We find the following
ertures ; in this manner the women knit, body of National Guards. They retreated to
hole with a penknife or small gouge ; fill the mated at from 70 to 100.
specimen of index-making in a late London
&c., while they keep the machine in regular the Porte St. Denis, and finally, at eleven o’
T 1 "—
cavity with Dupont’s best gunpowder ; apply
paper
A friend of ours was wading
motion with their foot.
clock, retired for the night.
a match, and if the process is properly execu
Logical Illustration.—A layman in Provi
through the index of some law report the ted, the corn will be blown into ten thousand
At an early hour this morning there were
dence, who occasionally exhorted at evening
other day, and under the G.’s he found great
A gentleman travelling in a jaunting car— observed in the Garden of the Palais Royal
meetings, thus expressed his belief in the ex
mind—“Mr. Justice Best’s;” and knowing atoms.]—Exeter News Letter.
The News Letter has overlooked one im istence of Deity. “ Brethren, I am just as cer in Ireland of course—asked Pat, the driver, symptoms of the nature which, on the 26th
that his Lordship was not possessed of a very
“ Who lives in that house ?” “ One Mr. Fitz of July 1830, preceded the late revolution.
large body, he was naturally curious to learn portant circumstance, for Dupont will not tain that there is a Supreme Being, as I am gerald, your honor, that’s dead ?” “ What did Up to 12 o’clock the gardens every moment
that
there
is
flour
in
Alexandria
;
and
that
I
burn
when
it
is
wet
with
blood.
After
the
something of the dimensions of his mind,
he die of?” “ Of a Thursday ?” “ How Iqng displayed an increased number of occupants.
and turning to the pages referred to, he found hole is made, the wound must be cauterised : know for certain, as I yesterday received from has he been dead ?” “ Why then, plase your The court yard was crowded in the centre by
there
a
lot
of
three
hundred
barrels
fresh
su

therefore,
apply
a
red
hot
spike
of
the
diame

the following :—“ Mr. Justice Best said he
honor, if he’d lived till next Thursday, he’d the people. In one corner Marshal Soult’s
had a great mind to commit John Thomas ter of the gimblet, and then pour in the powder perfine, which I will sell as low as any other ha’ been dead a year !!”
carriage stood singly. He had arrived to visit
person
iff
town.
”
~New~Bedford
Gaz.
I
and
apply
a
match.
—
Ed.
Reporter.
for the misdemeanor.”—Essex Register.
J AMES K. REMICH & SON.

Office on the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House.

tnanded ? The Giovernors of Kentucky and
After giving these accounts of the state of the French Charge de Affairs in Madrid to
the King. A council of Ministers was soon
afterWards assembled, and is now sitting, un public feeling in Paris, we now proceed to the that government, in which be says their first
JV. E. BOUNDARY.___ _ Louisiana have hastened the session of their
respective Legislatures for the simple purpose
der the presidency of his Majesty. Business heart rending details ofthe capture of War- , departure from the principle of. non-interfeFrom the Portland Advertiser.
I rence will be tile signal for a French army to
of choosing U. S. Senators
and is it not an
on ’Change opened under the most gloomy saw and the fall of Poland.
A Russian account dated Warsaw, Sept. 8,' cross the Pyrenees»
affair of more importance, that American cit*
impressions. The people were every, where
TRIAL
AND
IMPRISONMENT
OF
AMERI

' | An insurrection had broken out in Madeira, CAN CITIZENS IN A FOREIGN GAOL.
izens are fined by a foreign power, and in
seen proceeding towards the Palais Royal, says—“ Poland is again subject to its lawful
carcerated in a foreign gaol ? This course
crying (as they did last night) “ A bas les Min sovereign. On the 5th inst. Field Marshal' in favor of Donna Maria in consequence of
We
have
read
with
the
utmost
indignation
istres ! a bas les Russes ! (Down with the Count Paskewitch sent a confidential officer i the news of the French fleet having passed in the Royal Gazette and the New-Brunswick in our opinion, even now is imperiously de-=
’ bar of Lisbon, and being in possession of
Ministers ! Down with the Russians !) The to Warsaw, to demand in the name of bis the
Courier, a Report of nearly 6 columns, giving S manded, since as we understand, a milk-andr
first transactions were, therefore at prices majesty the submission of the city, and to the Tagus, but it Was put down by the Gov- , an account of the fine and imprisonment of water communication has been received from
considerably below those at which the mark promise on the other hand, amnesty and par ernor after considerable difficulty. The En Barnabas Hanna well, (Moderator and Con Secretary Livingston, which is wholly unworWith an infatuation which cannot be glish Consul was put under arrest by the
the administration of the Hero of Newet closed yesterday. At this moment (3 o’ don.
stable,) Daniel Savage, (Selectman,) and Jesse thy
Orleans.
clock) the fall is to the same extent as that of sufficiently deplored, these words of peace Governor.
Wheelock
(Town
Clerk.)
Each
of
these
gen

the memorable 26th July, 1830—-namely, 2 were rejected by the leaders of the insurrec
tlemen has been sentenced to pay to the
tion. On the 6th, at day break, the Russian
Four days later from E.N GLAND.
per cent.
ELLSWORTH, 1 ST NOVEMBER, 1831.
O^’Kinga fine of FIFTY POUNDS, and to
The garden of the Palais Royal is at this army advanced to storm the city. After a The packet ship Silas Richards, from Liverpool,
Samuel E. Smith, Egq. Governor of Maine
be
imprisoned
in
the
COMMON
GAOL
of
moment (as on all foregoing occasions of most desperate and sanguinary resistance, our Sept. 26, has arrived at New York, bringing Lon
Sir—In executing the Commission in con
the county for three months, and to stand
the same nature) the focus of discontent. brave soldiers, with rare intrepidity made don papers to the 25th.
committed until the fines are paid. The in junction with Edward Kavanagh, Esq. last
A voltigeur company of the 3d Light Infantry themselves masters of four redoubts which
The Reform bill, after a debate which was con dictment which led to this sentence was for summer, under a resolve of the Legislature
is drawn up at the end next the court yard— lay upon our line of attack, as well as the first
_ the night ofthe 21st, was finally “ conspiring together to subvert his majesty’s while in the Madawaska settlement we learnt
another is under arms at the Basin. The line of intrenchments which surround War- tinued through
saw
itself,
and
of
which
Woin
is
a
perfect
{
passed
at
five
o’clock on the morning of the 22d, authority within the Madawaska and to set from the settlers there, that during the sum
troops would not, it is thought, act against the
up and establish a foreign power and domin mer and the month of September 1830, a
people should orders to fire upon the latter be fortress. The task, however, was not ended . by the following vote :
ion
in place thereof”! Another indictment company consisting of several English gen
given—but may God forbid that such an or with this ; there remained a second line of
345
For the bill
now
awaits the prisoners, which is for assem tlemen, and among them one officer in their
der should be deemed necessary ! The Na intrenchmerits, and a broad moat round the
236
Against it
bling at another time and place and for “ pro naval service, came and devoted much time'
tional Guard could put down a partial riot— city, defended by bastions.
ceeding to choose Peter Lizotte, a liege sub in reconnoisances on the line running due
At four o’clock on the morning of the 7th,
Majority in favor
109
but there is not the same confidence in their
ject of his majesty to be a Representative in north from the source of the river St. °Croix
the Field Marshal was preparing to overcome
determination, as formerly.
At 5 o’clock in the afternoon it was carried up
the Legislature of the State ofMaine.” A let and the river St. John, to the mouth of the
O. P. Q. under date of Paris, Sept. 18, these last obstacles, when General Krukow- to the House of Lords and presented by Lord ter from Machias also gives us the following St. Francis, and that they were occupied two
iecki
sent
General
Prondzynski
to
him
to
an

writes : The agitation which is felt in Paris is
John Russell, who was accompanied by more information :
or three weeks in specially exploring the Sb
general. It is not the agitation merely of nounce the intention of the Polish nation to than a hundred members of the House of Com
Francis alone.—The whole time they spent
submit
to
its
legitimate
king.
These
senti

MACHIAS,
oct
.
26,
1831.
grief or disappointment or surprise, but it is
in this business was over two months. I have
mons. On motion of Earl Grey, the bill was
ments
were,
however,
not
confirmed
by
that
Messrs. Editors—I have just seen a letter the honor to be,
the agitation of a profound sentiment of nation
read
the
first
time,
and
Monday
week
was
assign

Chief
of
the
Government,
who
soon
after
al indignation and national anger. It is not
under date of the 19th inst. from Mr. Whee-+
Sir, Your very humble servant,
lock, one of the unfortunate individuals im
the agitation of the surface of society, or of came in person to the Marshal. He affirm ed for the second reading.
JOHN G. DEANE.
ed
that
the
consent
of
the
Diet
was
necessary
The disturbances in Paris had subsided. In prisoned at Frederickton, stating that they
the surface of human feelings, prejudices, and
The facts communicated in the fore
anxieties, but it is a deep, profound, settled feel for such a submission. After the most urgent the Chamber of Deputies, there had been a warm had been tried and found guilty on one in going letter will probably aid the people of
ing of agitation, similar to that which a man exhortations and representations of the inutil debate, which was continued for four days, on M. dictment, and sentenced each to pay a fine of Maine in conjecturing how it was that the
would feel if he saw the prospect of being de ity of further defence, and the disasters which Manguin’s call for information on the foreign pol £50 and be imprisoned three months. river St. Francis came to be selected by His
prived by death of all his worldly hopes, the it would inevitably bring with it, the General icy of the Ministry.—Boston Daily Advertiser.
There were two bills preferred against them, Majesty of the Netherlands as the highlands
loss ol friends, relations, fortune, home and rep withdrew at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
—one for each town meeting. What sen of the treaty, especially taken in connection
The debate terminated on the 22d of Sep tence they will receive on the second indict
utation. Do not deceive yourself, or let others Hereupon, three hours more were granted to
with what we have understood was the fact,
deceive you, by the hope or the belief that it General Krukbwiecki, within which time he tember, and the result was received by express ment, at the next term, (which is in February) , that immediately after His Majesty’s decision
was
to
announce
to
the
Marshal
his
final
res

in
London
on
the
morning
of
the
24th
;
and,
is the agitation of the moment—that the new
Mr. Wheelock feelingly adds,—“ God only was promulgated, some of his confidential
Prefect of Police, appointed in this day’s Mon olution. As this was not given by one o’clock, according to the London Courier of the eve KNOWS.” .
friends publicly insinuated that His Majesty
the
Marshal
sent
word
mat
he
should
give
ning
of
that
day,
the
Chamber
came
to
the
iteur, will set all to rights—or that arrests,
They have received no intelligence from had merely carried into effect by his decision,
orders
to
attack.
Half
an
hour
more
was
re

following
decision
:
—
•
“
The
Chamber,
satis

domiciliary visits, the sabres of two regiments
Maine—have no means of paying the fine— the private understanding of the parties—&
of Carbiniers, just arrived in the capital; or quested for consideration, but this also elaps fied with the explanations given by the Min and are unable in any way to ameliorate their mode of expression which simply meantone
ing
without
a
satisfactory
answer
being
giyen,
isters,
and
confiding
in
their
solicitude
for
all
the proclamation of our yesterday’s Prefect,
condition. Something ought to be done and of the parties.—The reasons why the British
M. Vivien ; or our to-day’s Prefect, M. Saul the Marshal issued orders for the attack. It which interests the honor and dignity of without delay, by our State Government, for chose the St. Francis would be better under
was
terrible,
and
very
successful
;
flags
of
France, passes to the order of the day.
nier, will re-establish peace, give strength to
their relief if possible.
stood by those who are acquainted with the
Upon a division there appeared in favor of
the Government, and force to the Ministers ; truce were sent, but they brought only dilato
His Honor Justice Chipman who sentenced
ry
answers.
The
attack
was,
therefore,
be

passing to the order of the day 221, against the prisonershas made a very clear case of it, geography of the countty. The river St.
and that this public demonstration of opinion
Francis is navigable in boats the whole way
will evaporate into mere air, and be forgotten gun upon the second line of intrench meats, 136—majority in favor of Ministers 85.
and has followed exactly in the path of the
So large a majority proves that the Perier Attorney General.—Here let it be remember from the Grand Portage to its mouth, and the
in a few hours or a few days. No such thing. which was carried at the point ofthe bayonet.
St John is navigable from thence to the due
The agitation is not that of a party, but of all The enemy, who in the mean time received administration has reason to be confident of ed that the prisoners were without counsel, north line.—Eastern Argus.
parties; not of Napoleonists alone, or Repub reinforcements, vigorously defended the gar its strength ; that the peace system will be and were consequently destitute-of legal ad
licans alone, or patriots alone, or of the fau dens and the edges of the ditches towards the maintained, and that Poland must be left to vice, or a well instructed advocate. They,
Extract of a letter from the Hague, dated
bourgs, or of the students, or of the Ecole Jerusalem barrier, and even made our troops the tender mercies of Russia. The explana however, made a judicious and quite able de
Polytechnique alone. No, no. ; it is the agita give way for a moment ; but the ardor of tions of Ministers were so satisfactory, that the fence. The Chief Justice assumes in his the 4th inst :—“ The Duke of Saxe Weimar,
tion of all classes, and all opinions, and all the latter revived ; they quickly scaled the public mind seems to have been tranquilized, charge to the jury the very question in dis Lieutenant-General in the army ofthe Neth
students, and all schools, and all journals ; and walls of the city, which presented a most for and the funds rose. Fives on the 21st closed pute. He takes it for granted, “ that the Mad erlands, having said to Sir Robert Adair, the
every one who is not a placeman or a rentier, midable line of defence. The prodigies of at 87f, 75c, and Threes at 59f, 70c. There awaska has always been considered an inte British ambassador in Belgium, that he
exclaims, “We can go on so no longer.” If valor which had already distinguished the had been several disturbances raised in the gral part of the Province of New-Brunswick” blushed at having the King of England for
the Courier Français, the National, the Con- two days were renewed, and at nine o’clock streets of Paris by seditous individuals, whom and that the old sovereignty now remains. bis brother-in-law, Lord Grey has taken the
stitutionel, the Temps, and the Journal du in the evening the intrenchments, the gardens, the Carlists are charged with having instiga He then proceeds to apply a very plain and matter up seriously, and has, it is said, de
Commerce for the moment beg the citizens to ditches, walls—every thing in short, was in ted to excite clamor ; but they were prompt undisputed principle of law—that when one manded satisfaction from the Cabinet of the
wait—to create no disturbances—to attend the the hands of our brave troops. Meantime, ly put down. Precautionary measures, how nation has actually stipulated by treaty to cede Hague, which, however, replied that it cannot
result of the debates, which will commence night had set in, and the army required re ever, had not been discontinued at the latest a country to another, there is no change in interfere in family affairs. Besides this, the
dates ; strong patrols of cavalry and infantry ' the old sovereignty and jurisdiction, until Duke has received as his share of the re
to-morrow in the Chamber of Deputies, and pose.
The lines of intrenchments carried by parading the streets at night, and the Palais ! some formal act of cession, and actual trans wards for the short campaign in Belgium a
to leave to the representatives of France the
duty of overthrowing the present system, storm, 6000 prisoners and nearly 100 pieces Royal being shut up at an early hour.—Trade fer and receiving of possession. The Judge magnificent sword, enriched with diamonds.
without disturbing the very basis of oui’ politi of cannon were the trophies pf these two was dull.
then applied the facts, of which there was no
Falkland Islands.—The sch. Breakwa
A rumor prevailed at the latest dates from dispute, and inferred from them, that the pris
cal existence, it is because they hope and be memorable days.
ter, recently arrived at Stonington, Conn,
Nothing
coflld
now
save
the
city
and
the
Brussels
that
the
King
ofthe
Netherlands
in

lieve the results of this discussion will be to
oners were guilty of a conspiracy to subvert from the Falkland Islands, reports that she
make war for Poland—to overthrow the juste- enemy’s army. Both, therefore, implored the tended to recommence hostilities on the ter the British laws—whereupon he fines and
milieu system—to send back to his bank and clemency of the Emperor, and this circum mination of the armistice. His Majesty of imprisons them—after making a formal ad put in at Port Louis, where she was forcibly
taken possession of by Vernet the Governor,
his iron mills the commercial Minister of stance made it the Marshal’s duty to restrain Belgium was preparing to resist the attack. dress.
acting as he said under the decree of the
France, M. Cassimir Perier, and to convince the vengeance ofthe soldiers, which was ex The French army had probably reached the
The prisoners justified themselves under Buenos Ayrean Government, forbidding all
Louis Philip that France will not be humilia cited to the utmost by such an obstinate re frontier.
the Act incorporating Madawaska—repeated
His Excellency Martin Van Buren had an the representation of Messrs. Deane & Kav fishing in those seas.—A guard of five men
ted—and that the question of peace or war, sistance. To-day our troops are in Warsaw.
Belgium, Portugal, Italy and Spain, must in The Polish army and the nation have sub audience on the 21st, and transacted business anagh—cited the fact, that they met and was put on board, whom the mate and two
deed be placed on a very different footing. mitted to their monarch ; the former, in con on the 22d at the office of the Secretary of transacted business on the western side of the seamen contrived to shut below during the
night, and so retook the schooner. She then
But should these expectations be most unex formity with the Emperor’s manifesto, is State for Foreign Affairs.
river,—an act which they were led to believe
Letters from Frankfort assure us that the the British would not complain of—-and clo proceeded to a port where some of her men
pectedly disappointed—should the Chamber gone to Plozk, there to wait his orders. In
had been left, landed the guard, took her own
approve the system of Perier by any vote such some days we shall be able to give a more de Austrian and Prussian Plenipotentiaries in sed thus :—
men and came home. All her papers were
as that which it has not yet come to, and tailed account of these important events. London have been authorised by the Diet to
The
Defendant,
Jesse
Wheelock,
address

seized at Port Louis. Schr. Harriet had also
should the President of the Council obstin The glorious success which we have obtained cede for an equivalent the' rights of the Ger
ed the Jury, and said that after what had now been seized under similar circumstances.
ately refuse to leave the helm of public affairs, has been purchased by severe losses.—The man confederation in the Duchy of Luxem
and persist in steering the vessel upon rocks Field Marshal himself has received a contu burg, reserving the fortress and its immedi come out it could be seen, that the defend There are eight or ten other schooners, and
and quicksands, then prepare for other lan sion on the left arm and the breast. Kru- ate vicinity. This may accelerate and facil ants were under an impression from what the several ships about which a good deal of anx
itate the conclusion of the definitive treaty be two officers had said, that they were justified iety is felt. The claim of jurisdiction over
guage, for other conduct, for other policy, and kowiecki has resigned his power.
in what they were doing, so long as they con the Falkland Islands, set up by the-govern
General Malachowski has announced to the tween Holland and Belgium.
for other proceedings ; and prepare, should it
There is no political intelligence in the Aus fined themselves to the west side of the river. ment of Buenos Ayres, our government has
be necessary, for another, and even an imme Field Marshal, in two letters signed by his
The Defendant, Barnabas Hannawell, in his formally declared it will not recognize.
diate Revolution ! All wise men, all moderate own hand, that he leads the army to Plozk trian Observer of the 11th, which reached us
men, ail men who desire peace, but with lib with the intention of waiting there for the yesterday. It contains an extract from the defence, said, that after having received the
Lemberg Gazette of the 2d, by which it ap warrant, they were obliged under the law of
erty and order, but with national honor and commands of his Imperial Majesty.
By the Sarah, arrived last evening, we re
pears that there remained only 22 persons the State ofMaine to act, they would have ceived the Jamaica Courant, of the 27th and
LONDON, SEPTEMBER 20.
independence, desire most ardently that the
been
liable
to
punishment
under
their
laws
if
The evidences are now too conclusive to afflicted with the cholera in that city on the
Chamber of Deputies may to-morrow or Tues
30th ult. That of the latter date states that
day adopt such decisions as will lead to an leave room even for a hope that the nationality previous day. From the commencement of; they had declined. That in the situation of Colombia has become the theatre of the most
the
country
there
was
a
difficulty
on
both
immediate change of Ministry, and to an im of Poland will be respected, unless the breast the disorder at Lemberg on the 22d of May !
flagrant crimes. Elections, proscriptions and
mediate change of system ; but should this of the despot conqueror should relent, and his to the 1st September, there had been 4993 sides, and of two evils they thought they had assassinations are daily committed. The self
chosen the least, as they were led to suppose
not be the case, the agitation will increase— prudence or forbearance incline him to con cases, 2558 recoveries, and 2613 deaths.
constituted government at Bogota is nothing
The cholera is causing the utmost alarm in from what the two officers Messrs. Maclau- more than the instrument of a vile and san
the troubles will become yet more general— cede that which it is now too plain can never
chlan
and
Coombes
had
said,
they
would
not
be
wrung
from
him
by
Polish
force.
Berlin,
and
the
King
of
Prussia
is
taking
ac

and violence and combats must decide the
guinary faction. Humanity shudders at the
The fraction of the patriot army which had tive precautions against it. Private letters be interfered with so long as they confined perusal ofthe private letters and public pa
rest.
themselves
to
the
west
side
of
the
river.
Under date of Sept. 17 he writes :—The passed through Praga on its way to Modlin, describe the terror prevailing in all parts of
pers which come from the interior of New
It seems to us that certain questions should Granada. For some time past the vessels
impression produced by this news at Paris and from which so much was expected, Prussia as excessive.
have
staggered
C.
Justice
Chipman
before
he
has been marked, decided, profound. It has marched, it now appears, as a body of prison
At Hesse much discontent exists, in conse
that have arrived from Carthagena, disem
not been confined to a party,—nor to the stu ers of war, at the command of the conqueror, quence of the absence of the Elector from took a step which will of course involve the bark here a number of unfortunate men who
dents or the journalists, or the Deputies or and to the spot pointed out by him to await the capital, and affairs there seem to be com two nations in great difficulty. Did he not have been torn from their families and coun
know that the United Sthtes as well as Eng try for political purposes—sixteen officers thus
the middling or lower classes. The funds his pleasure. Every thing is, in a word, lost ing to a crisis.
have fallen—even the public funds, cruel and to Poland, except its honor, and that still re
The Tribune, a French paper, under date land claimed jurisdiction in this disputed ter shipped off arrived here on Tuesday in the
ritory ? As the question of jurisdiction was sch. Dart, most of them in a state of the ut
cold as they are—have felt this triumph of mains untarnished. The conflict in the in of Paris, Sept. 20th, says—
despotism to be a vast evil—the theatres are trenchments must have been awful, and, if
“ The following are the details of the sack disputed, what right have the British to an ex most destitution.—N. Y. Mer. Adv.
closed—the streets are the scenes of agitation the besieged be cheerfully awarded the palm ing of Warsaw : the refusal of the Polish ar clusive possession ? If they justify their acts
—-the residence of Sebastiani has been attack of obstinate valor and glorious resistance, it is my to capitulate, in which they were suppor of sovereignty, why can we not on the same
A French man and woman have been ar
ed by the people—some citizens have sought but fair-to give to the assailants the praise of ted by a part of the population, highly irri principle ? and thus justify the incorporation rested in Liverpool, where they had just ar
for arms as in July, 1830—the Marseillaise that brave and buoyant impulse which bore tated the Russians, and they came to the as of Madawaska. His quotations of law, as well rived from N. Y. from whom about £20,000
has been sung under the windows of Pozzo them through so many difficulties.
sault with unexampled exasperation. They as the citation from Chancellor Kent by the worth of jewelry, believed to be part of that
di Borgho—the deputies expressed their re
The Poles are confessed by their enemies placed their scaling ladders at so many points, Attorney General, are undoubtedly correct, stolen from the Princess of Orange, was taken»
grets, their shame and their disgrace in no to have behaved with Polish spirit ; and the that the 24,000 men of the Polish army were but what application can be made of a prin The parties were to be sent to Brussels.
measured language, and with no set. phrases Russian soldiers, without reference to their insufficient to protect the whole circuit of the ciple of law to a disputed territory where ju
or tertps of oratory—the Journals are full of detestable cause, appear to have conducted City. The first efforts bf the Russians were risdiction is claimed by two nations, when the
The Vermont House of Representatives,
bitterness and invective, and the most moder themselves with praiseworthy bravery. The ineffectual ; and they were repulsed at every principle is intended exclusively for a territo 168 to 24, have instructed the Judiciary com
ate men hang down their heads and mutter, loss of the latter is estimated in the Prussian point. Their rage, however, redoubled, and ry, the possession of which was not disputed ? mittee to bring in a bill abolishing imprison
“ We are certainly for peace, but not for accounts at 4,000 or 5,000 men; but it must in some places they raised mounds of their There is neither law, reason, nor justice in
ment for debt on all contracts after Jan. 1,
peace and dishonor, disgrace and shame.”
be considerably more : and when so much is dead to fill up the ditches. After 30 hours of al this harsh treatment of innocent men acting next.
At the Palais Royal mobs assemble ; the admitted, it is not unreasonable to set it down most incessant fighting, they entered by a part under the authority of a sovereign State in a
Journals are read aloud ; bursts of indignation at double, at least, or 10,000 men. Even at of the wall which was not so well guarded as time of profound peace. There was no secret
ffff*The Central Bank (late Vassalbo
are heard from all parts, and there is but one such a price Paskewitsch may think the cap the rest. The Polish army then retired in in the incorporation of Madawaska—and why
cry—« Vive la Pologne !” and “ A bas les ital, with all the advantage of a resting place good order, constantly followed by the Rus did not the British authorities remonstrate ? rough Bank) in this town, has been organized
Ministres.” The black flag has been hoisted for his troops for the winter, cheaply pur sians ; but a part of the populace still resolved why send out an armed force to capture far by the choice of Calvin Spaulding President,
and Artemas Leonard Cashier. Bills have
in the Rue St. Martin. A gunsmith’s shop has chased.
to hold out, and here the scene became most mers choosing what they thought the least of been putin circulation.
been entered & all the arms seized, on the Bou
The Russian conquest seems to be com horrible. Almost all who have taken an ac two evils ? Did Sir Archibald Campbel think
The Bangor Commercial Bank is about to
levard Poissoniere, and every where we meet plete, and they had already begun to organ tive part in the late political movements de he was capturing Burmese, and not American
crape hat bands, crape weepers, and we hear ize a Government ; General Witt is mention fended themselves to the last, and sold their citizens ? If so we hope his excellency w^& commence operations—Thomas A. Hill, Pres
the loud & deep curses of those who made the ed as having been appointed to the situation lives dearly. Their resistance redoubled the soon learn, there is a difference between Ban ident ; Edward Richardson, Cashier.
The concerns of the Bath Bank were clo
Revolution against those who have thus ruined of Governor of Warsaw.
fury of the Russians—neither women nor ack pore and the Madawaska.
it.—On Monday, M. Mauguin, the General
To our own government there is now pre- sed Oct. 1.—Hallowell Advocate
FRONTIERS OF POLAND, SEPT. 10.
their infants were spared.
Lafayette, and M. Laurence, will bring on
Accounts from Warsaw, of the 8th in the
It is said that the agents of several Powers senteda question of perplexing and alarming
Geo. W. Coffin, the Land Agent of Massa
the subject for discussion in the Chamber of evening, announce that the army is included interceded, but the Field Marshal declared that importance.—If the Governor of Maine was
Deputies. The Minister must be overthrown. in the capitulation, and has sent a General to it was impossible for him at the moment to carried off by British soldiers, a thrill of indig chusetts, has been appointed by the Govern
M. Perier must be sent back to retirement, the Grand Duke Michael to recommend itself restrain his troops on their first entering ; he, nation would run throughout the whole com or of Massachusetts, Agent from that State,,
obscurity and even disgrace. The Revolu to the clemency of the Emperor, whose com however, promised that they should be pre munity. And is not Barnabas Hannewell to meet an Agent from Maine, for the pur*
pose of devising a plan for the better manage
tion must march ; and if war be necessary to mands it will await at Plozk.
vented from continuing their plunder and vi made of flesh and blood ? And has not the ment of the Public Lands of the two States.
assure the independence of Poland, and the
Governor
by
sanctioning
the
incorporation
of
Berlin Journal.
olence. Almost every door, that was not
progress ofthe Revolution of July, then we
BERLIN, SEPT. 12.
opened, was forced and all the horrors of war Madawaska, acknowledged him an American,
must make war, and sustain war, and defeat
citizen ? To speak out plain, we think the
Launched from the ship yard near the Isl
With respect to the conditions on which ensued.”
all our enemies, rather than the principle of Warsaw was surrendered, we learn that se
It is stated that the Russians lost thirty Governor of Maine has not manifested becoming and wharf on Wednesday morning last, the
our Revolution should be overcome either in curity and freedom for their persons and prop thousand men, including; eleven generals, at energy. It is but boy’s play, we know, to talk well built schooner “ Halsey,” burthen 120
France, Poland, Italy, Belgium, Spain or Por erty was promised to the army, to the sena the capture of Warsaw.—The Poles fought of sending an armed force to capture Freder tons. She was built under the direction of
tugal.
ickton gaol under the State authority alone. Mr. Elisha Perkins, and is owned by Mn
tors, and all those who filled the public offi with a bravery never before exceeded.
°
But let the Governor manifest the same ener
In the Chamber of Deputies, M. Perier has ces. The army is gone to Plozk to await the
From the Journal des Debats of Wednesday.' gy in this conflict with a foreign nation as Benjamin Dodge of this town. This is the
second vessel built by Mr. Dodge this season.
been defeated—both yesterday and on Thurs Emperor’s orders. Only for the members of
It is affirmed that letters from Berlin, of a Governors of other States have manifested in
the clubs no promise of security could be ob
He has also another vessel on the stocks—a
day—signally and triumphantly defeated.
later
date
than
the
last
number
of
the
Prus

their disputes with the Federal Government. brig, burthen 250 tons.
The drums beat to arms ! The mobs are tained.
sian State Gazette, announce that the negotia
Saco Democrat 2d inst,
assembled in the streets ! The, Place Vendo
France has threatened Spain in case she tions between Field Marshal Paskewitsch and What for example, should have prevented the
me is full of citizens !—There is but one.cry, interferes in the approaching contest between the Polish army have succeeded. The con sending of expresses to Washington and
Short Month.—The shortest month which
“ Vive là Pologne !”—“ Down with the Min Don Pedro and Don Miguel. The Constitu ditions on which the army has submitted are Frederickton ? Or the ordering of a session of
the Council for consultation ; or a hint to ever was known was Sept. 1752—It was only
isters !”
tional publishes an extract from a letter from not known.
the Militia, that their services might be de- 19 days long.
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LITERARY CONVENTION.
This body met at New-York, on Tuesday
OBITUARY
COVX'TT TREASUlriBlR’S
PROBATE NOTICES.
SATURDAY^ NOVEMBER 12, 1831. of last week, agreeably to arrangements made
DIED
—
In
Wells,
31st
ult.
after
a
lingering
j at a similar convention holden last year in
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within y?XHIBIT of the County Treasurer’s ac->
Tariff Convention—-A brief journal that city. The Convention was called to or- illness of four years, Mr. Ralph Littlefield,
and for the county of York, on the first Mon
Cou"t-v ot York- fl®»*
of the proceedings of this body was published dei by Dr. Wainwright. John Quincy Adams [ ^uecL,’ son of Mr. Nathaniel Littlefield —
day m November, in the year of our Lord October 1830, to October
On luesday, 1st inst. Mrs. Lydia, wife of Mr.
teFm) 1831.
was
appointed
Chairman
;
Albert
Gallatin-and
eighteen
hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon
in our last paper. We shall probably in a
W
illiam
W
ells
,
of
Brownville,
formerly
of
~~ ~
Livingston, Vice Presidents, and Wells, aged 52 years.
AMOUNT
OF
CREDIT.
ourable
WILLIAM
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
J
short time be enabled to lay before our read John Delafield of N. York, and Professor JoBy balance of the County Tax at said
'
J
in Parsonsfield, Sept. 5, Mr. Samuel Lougee, _ said Court:
term,
1
Among the gentlemen aged 76 years.
ers the Address to the People of the United cehn, Secretaries.
s ’ T|ANIE,L SEWALL) administrator of Oct. 20, by fines of Daniel Wheel-*$6444 30
who
attended
the
convention
we
notice
the
In Newfield, 30th ult. Capt. Luther Symms LF the estate of Edmund Lord, late of
States, adopted by the Convention, which is
wnght. Esq. three dollars,
3
names of many distinguished for splendid tal aged about 30.
’ Kennebunk, in said county, blacksmith, de Oct. 22 by fines of Isaac Mitchell.
said to be written in a fine style, and to con
Esq.
two dollars,
ents and literary research. The general obhi Lyman, 4th inst. Mr« James Goodwin, aged ceased, having presented his first account of
2
tain many facts and .illustrations', and much ¡jects of this convention were “ to advance the 3/ years.
6
by eleven jury fees at Octi
administration of the estate of said deceased Oct. 29,term,
C. C. P. credited at 7*
In East Hartford, Conn. Rev. Asa Mead for for allowance : and also his private account
candid and solid reasoning. It is the joint literature of our country and promote the in
dollars
each,
merly pastor of the Congregational Church in
production of Messrs. Ingersoll, Kennedy and terests of Education.”
Nov.
by
adjournlTient
of the S. J. C.
against
the
estate
of
said
deceased,
for
allow

Brunswick,
Me.
aged
39.
Committees were appointed on various lit
seven Jury fees, at $7 each, '
ance :
Dutton. The reports of the several commit
In
Eliot,
20th
ult.
Mrs.
Elizabeth,
wife
of
Mr.
1831, by the one half of
erary subjects at the convention last year,
ORDERED—That the said administrator Januarythe3,overplus
tees will also probably be laid before the with the expectation that reports would be Washington Remick, aged 31.
of the Clerk above
his salary,
In Portsmouth, Andrew Jackson, son of Mr. give notice to all persons interested, by caus
388 65
public in a few days. We may reasonably offered at this meeting. None however were John Mendum, aged 3 years.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
” by amount of entries for 1208
presented
on
Tuesday.
A
long
communica

entries
at
forty
cents
each,
In Boston, Hon. Jonathan Mason, formerly weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
hope that much benefit will be derived
483 20
tion was read by Dr. Matthews from Profess
by fines of Orlando Bagiev
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
from the deliberations of this large assem or Pixarro of St. Mary’s College in Baltimore, Senator in Congress from Massachusetts.
Esq.
0 J
5
In Boston, Miss Maria Googins, of Saco that they may appear at a Probate Court to
” by fines of Lauristoa Ward,
blage of respectable gentlemen, of all polit which concluded with a proposition that a aged 21.
’ be held at York in said county, on the first
Esq.
13
ical parties, from a majority of the States in premium be offered by the Convention for
Monday in December next, at ten of the Feb. term, seven jury' fees,
49
the best Cathecatical Grammar of the English
by fines of Jere. 8; Putnam
SHIP NEWS.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any Aug. 30.,
the Union.
Esq.
’
language, adapted to the capacity of youth.—•
3
they have, why the said account should not May 3, by fines of W.C. Allen. Esq.
From a list of the members of the Conven A committee was appointed to consider the
KENNEBUNK, NOVEMBER 12.
3
be allowed.
28, by
of Samuel ijeiffhton,
tion published in the N. Y. Advocate, it ap foregoing proposition and report thereon. A
Esq.
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
8
MEMORANDA.
Ci C. P. by May term three jury fees
peal’s that 569 delegates took their seats, repre committee was also appointed » to take into
Saco, Nov. 4—Ar. schs. Charles, Leavitt, A true copy—Attest,
at 7 dollars each,
21
consideration
the
practicability
of
adopting
a
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
senting 13 States. Maine'sent 4 ; N. Hamp
Boston ; Boston-Packet, Perkins, R. Island ; sips
Sept. 21, by fine of I dollar of Elisha
Nov. 12.
. s
uniform system of pronunciation of the Greèk
Rodwell, Esq.
shire 20; Massachusetts 63; Vermont 9; and Latin languages in the classical institu Elizabeth, Hill, Boston ; Two-Friends, Dennis •
1
5th, sch. Phipsburgh, Felker, Boston ; 6th, schs"
” ” seven jury fees Sept, term
R.'Island 30 ; Connecticut 63 ; New-York tions of our country, and if possible report favorite, Crosby, R. Island ; Enterprise, S. At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
Si J. C. at $7 each,
andfor the county of York, on thefirst MoU- May 19, fines of F. A. Allen, Esq. o- 49
182; New-Jersey 48; Pennsylvania 106; the general principles of such a system at Gillpatnck, Boston ; 7th, sph. (Heaner, Leavitt
day of November, in the year of our Lord
mitted in its place. 3 dollars,
this
meeting.
do.
;
sip.
William
and
Henry,
Woodsum,
do.
’
3 $7600 15
Delaware 7 ; Maryland 32; Ohio 2 ; Virginia
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon.
CONTRA, DEBT.
At
the
opening
of
the
convention
on
Wed

Sailed
from
Bangor,
4th,
new
brig
Ontario,
WILLI AM A. HAYES) Judge of said
2—District of Columbia 1.
’
Payment from the Treasurer from Oct. 1830.
nesday, the 2d day, the President requested Nowell, New-York.
Court :
At
Cronstadt,
8th
Sept,
brig
Herschell,
Lord,
of
that-if
the
chairman
of
any
of
the
committees
to October 1831.
New Jersey.—The State Legislature met
N
the
petition
of
D
aniel
S
ewall
,
ad

Oct. term, fees of the Justices of the
appointed last year were ready with their re this port, from Havana, discharging.
at Trenton on the 25th of last month. E. R. ports, they would be pleased to present them.
C.
S.
two
terms,
ministrator
of
the
estate
of
Edmuynd
Ar. at New-Orleans, 19th ult. brig James and
88
Paid
Lord, late of Kennebunk, in said county, de
 to Constables for serving Veni
Seely (republican)'was elected President of Mr. Lleros presented to the Convention a Isabella, Morrill, New-York.
res
for
six
ferms,
209
42
Passed
Elsineur,
Sept.
22,
brig
Herschell,
Lord,
ceased, representing that the personal estate
the.Council, and Alexander Wurts (Jack- communication, which he read. The com of this port, from Cronstadt, for Boston.
” ” Jury, at the Supreme Court,
of
said
deceased
is
not
sufficient
to
pay
the
three
terms,
1385 28
son) Speaker of the Assembly. Mr. Vroom munication of Mr. L. related to the state of
Passed Elsineur, Sept. 6 brig Syren, Fernaid, just debts which he owed at the time of his
” ” do. at the C. C. P. for thre6
' I death by the sum of two hundred and twentyterms,
was re-elected Governor without opposition. / general Literature, and the course of instruc from Stockholm, for New-York.
1084 60
tion pursued in the Academies and Universi
Cid. at Boston, 9th, sch. Maine, Johnson, Port two dollars and eighty-four cents, and praying
” ’’ «Sheriffs and Deputies for
The Jacksonians have a majority of two in ties of Colombia.
land ; sip. Carrier, Perkins, do.
services & fuel, candles, bell
,, ringing, J. Spring^3 terms,
It was observed by a member that the
joint ballot—last year they had a majority of
Telegraphed-3 brigs, a three masted sch. for a license to sell and convey so much of the
261 75
real estate of said deceased, as may be neces
” do Benj. J. Herrick, for
twenty! From present appearances Jackson- committee appointed the last year would re [Pan Matanzas] ; 1 undescribed.
three
terms,
sary
for
the
payment
of
said
debts
and
inci

231
88
Sailed from Liverpool, 18th ult. brig Vernon
” ” Judge of Probate Salary for
ism in New-Jersey will receive its quietus at port in the afternoon on the propriety of Durrill, of this port, for Boston.
’ dental charges :
merging the Convention into a great National
one
year,
Wm.
A . Haves/Esq. 300
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
At Hamburg, Sept. 21, ship Plato, Wise, disc
the next general election. It cannot survive Scientific and Literary Society. The re
” ” Register of Probate Wm.
Cid. at Boston, 5th, brig George, Lord, of this notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
C. Allen, Esq. do.
500
another shock like that which it received at mainder of the sitting was occupied with an port,
for' New-Orleans.
and
to
all
persons
interested
in
said
estate,
by
” ” County Attorney, Joseph
informal discussion in relation to the contem
th-e recent meetings of the people.
Liverpool, 21st Sent.—The Peru, from Mobile causing a copy of this order to be published
Howard/ Esq. two of C. 8.
plated national Society—whether the number for Liverpool, is on shore at Lytham.
orders,
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
” ” Criers’ attendance 6 terms,
The ^Secretary of State has given notice of members should be limited or left indefinite.
spoken.
bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
Jere. Paul,
During the 3d day, the convention was
Off the Delaware, (no date) sch. Phaeton, of ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
that no returns have been received at his of
” ” Coroners attending Court,
principally engaged in discussions relative to and from Saco, for Philadelphia.
John Sayward $9 Nathaniel
be holden at York, in said county, on the first
fice of the votes thrown for Governor and
the proposed national literary and scientific
Murray $6, and L. Emerson,
Monday
in
December
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock
$3
Senators in September last, from the towns of Society.
in the forenoon, and shew cause if any they
”
”
Deputy gaoler’s orders, to
Biddeford and Sanford in this county—two
4th day.—At the opening of the conven
HE Town School, in this village will • aVt’why the PraYer °f said petition should
Samuel Leighton Gaoler of
Alfred.
towns in Cumberland, one in Lincoln, three tion, the committee appointed for the purpose JL
Mondav morning
rnornm’o- at
»t not be grante<L
282 43
commence next Monday
” ” do.
do.
do.
to
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
plantations in Washington, one in Hancock, reported a constitution for the National Soci nine o’clock.
Jere.
Brooks,
gaoler
of
York,
202 31
A true ropy—Attest,
ety. The first article provides that the Soci
MICHAEL WISE, Agent.
” ” Jeremiah Bradbury’s orders
one town in Kennebec, one in Oxford, two ety shall be called the National Literary and
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Oct. 12.
6
C. S. two terms,
77 32
Nov. 12.
in Somerset and three in Penobscpt have also Scientific Society ; the second, provides that
” ” Jere. Goodwin. Esq. Com
mittee on Road in Parsons
it shall consist of members residing in the
neglected to forward their returns.
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
field,
21
State of New-York, not exceeding 200 ; a
and for the county of York, on the first
” ” Elisha Goodwin and others
Wholesale
&
Me
tail.
I
number
not
exceeding
20
from
other
sections
Proposals have been issued by Messrs. G.
Monday of November, in the year of our Lord
Committee on Road, Kittery,
31 40
” ” Benj. J. Herrick on Com
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon
F. Cox, E. Clark and J. B. Cahoon, a com [of the U.S. and not more than 20 foreign
mittee
Limerick
&
Parsons
[members'; the 3d, provides that it shall be
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
mittee appointed for the purpose, for publish divided into 4 classes—1st, Mathematical and
field.
said Court :
18 12
AVING taken the Bookstore formerly
” ” Orders to sundry for Dam
ing a new weekly paper in Portland to be en Physical Science ; 2d Moral and Intellectual
kept by J. K. Remich, (who has re g^|N the petition of Bethular Trafton,
ages on Road in Lyman,
linquished the business to him,) offers for sale
titled the “ Maine Wesleyan Journal? edited Science ; 3d Literature ; 4th, the Fine Arts. ]
Wells, York and Kittery,
VJ widow of Benjamin Trafton, late of
272 76
” ” Notes paid to Andrew
Alfred, in said county, yeoman, deceased,
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
by an association of gentlemen,’ and “ de The remaining articles provide for raising the
Walker
and
interest,
531 50
necessary funds, for the appointment of offi- ,School JUiscellnneou^ SSoohs. praying for an allowance out of the personal
voted to the interests of Religion, Literature, cers, &c. &c.
” ” do. to Capt. R.. Curtis, & do, 106 50
Blank Books ; Paper Hangings; Stationary' estate of said deceased :
”
”
Sundry
Committee
Dama

Science, Agriculture, Commerce and public
The committee on the pronunciation of
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give no
gesand on increase of Damage 38 50
and FANCY ARTICLES.
occurrences ; having reference in its religious Latin and Greek, reported by Prest. Fisk. I
” ” Inquisition fees onthe bodies
tice thereof to all persons interested in said
! A communication ’was1 readl on the adaptation i Pierpont’s faffing Book?: ARE~
of sundry persons,
32 II
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
department, to the interests of the Methodist
” ” handed oyer to Elder Sam
! of ?ur Pron^nciation of latin to that of Europe I Scientific Class Book •
uel Burbank, Treasurer and
Episcopal Church.” The net income of the ¡and the adoption of the modern pronuncia- Pronouncing and common English Readers • published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
Collector for 1830,
294 06
paper will be appropriated for the benefit of ition of Greek in Greece. A report was re- Agricultural Reader ;
’1,
------------- —that
.............
j —
j hf— at a Pro10‘‘ “ Order on the Stale Treas
successively,
they
may
appear
urer
amounting
to
one
hun

the Maine Wesleyan Seminary. Terms $2 in iceived with1 several resolutions from the com- Sequel to Easy Lessons and Easy Lessons • [ bate Court to be holden at Alfred in said
dred forty-one dollars and 3
advance—$2,50 in six months or $3 at the end 1 mittee on the study of the bible ; and after Sequel to Analytical Reader and Analytical1 county> on the first Monday in January next,
cents,
I some amendments was adopted. The sentiReader •
Analytical at ten of the cJoek in the fdrenoon> and she^ Paid over in cash four hundred and 141 03
of the year. The first number will be issued !
ments expressed by the resolutions were, in Histories of the U. States by several authors an^ thiT have, why the prayer of
twenty-nine dollars and fiftyon the first of January, 1832, provided suffi bnef, as follows :—That the Bible as a literary Whelpley’s Compend of History with oues’ Said Petltlon should not be granted,
one cents,
429 51
My
fees
for services the past year, al
cient patronage is obtained.
tho
"
J’
ques
Attest.
A Illen
I L’V , Register.
R Oitciof n««
production,
has the
claims to tne
the
vuuvuuu, nan
me strongest ciaims
tions •
Attest, Wm
m. C
Chttvh
utter A
lowed
three
hundred
dollars,
300
A true copy,—Attest,
attention and study usually bestowed upon Tytler’s History, with questions •
Miscellaneous bills,
574 67 $7600 15
i
’
New Papers1.. —We have received the two classic authors—that its confpnts
contents nncht
ought m
to hn
be !i ■Di„i,,a„
Blake’s Philosophy
• *
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Credit brought forw'ard in full,
$7600 15
Nov. 12.
s
_Ci CM______ L.
•___ TT
M lindprstnnd
first numbers of 4.1
the
“ Sandy River
Yeoman?
\ understood as a part of common education,I Conversations on Chemistry ;
HENRY SMITH, County Treasurer.
that its
Its literature
literature and
and antiquities
antinnitlaa ought
ninvl.f to zx_______
/.
’
and
that
Alfred, Oct. 15, 1831.
Grammars of Chemistry and Philosophy ;
published weekly in Farmington, in this State,
At a Court of Probate, holden at Alfred, within
form a part of every course of liberal educa- Conversations on common things ;
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
by William A. Dunn. It professes neutrality tion.
Commissioaiers^Notice^
Murray’s large and small ; Putnam’s Murray ;
day of November, in the year of our Lord
in political matters.
The Convention
Convention adjourned
adjourned without
without day,
day,
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon
Alger’s Murray’s Grammars ;
HE subscribers having b een appointed
The publishers of the “ Maine Patriot and I
^teTT ™a^ing arrangements for es- Greenleaf’s & Ingersoll’s large and small
ourable WILLIAM A. HAy ES, Jud»e of
by the Honourable Wi lliam A. Hayes,
said Court :
tablishing
a^
Society
Literature,
o.
.
vn
a
.
il
toblishing
a
National
Societv
of
Literature
G
rammars
;
Judge of the Court of Probate for the County
State Gazette
at Augusta, announce that Science and the Arts.-.nauL were voteo to
l—Thanks were voted to Walch’s, Welch’s, Adams’, Pike’s, Smith’s,
N the petition of Benjamin Storer, a of York, Commissioners to receive and ex
that paper will be discontinued in December , Mr. Adams for his services as President of the
Emerson’s, American and Staniford’s
creditor to the estate of Samuel Chick, amine the claims of the several creditors to
next, and that a new paper, of larger size, will i meeting, to which he replied in a brief and
Arithmetics ;
late of Wells in said county, deceased, praying
the estate of JOSEPH LORD, late of
Colburn’s first lessons and Sequel ;
that administration of the estate of said de Lebanon, in said county, yeoman, deceased,
be commenced on the first of January, 1832, i appropriate speech.
JEmerson’s Arithmetic ;
ceased may be granted to him the said Benja represented insolvent, do hereby give notice
to be published semi-weekly during the ses
The article published last week, con Robinson’s Elements of Arithmetic ;
min, or to some other suitable person :
that six months from the third day of October
sion of the Legislature and weekly the re tradicting the account of the fall of Warsaw, Child’s do.;
ORDERED That the petitioner give no instant, are allowed to said creditors to brin«’
mainder of the year.
was a hoax.
There was no foundation for Colburn’s Algebra—Walker’s and Holbrook’s tice thereof to all persons interested in said es
in their claims, and prove their debts, and
paragraph. The editors of the N. York
Geometry ;
tate, by causing a copy of this order to be pub that we shall attend that service at the dwel
A new daily paper has been commenced in the
Enquirer are the authors of this very credita Walker’s and Johnson’s Dictionaries ;
lished m the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in ling hou&e of John H. Lord, in said Lebanon,
Boston, called “ the Daily Morning Post,” ble business.
Emerson’s (large and introduction,) Cum Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc on the third Tuesday of November next and
published by Charles G. Greene.
mings’, Marshall’s, Kelly’s, Webster’s-& cessively, that they may appear at a Probate of the four following months, from one to
Mysterious.—The wife of Mr. William
Court to be holden at Alfred, in said county, five o’clock in the afternoon on each of said
Picket’s Spelling Books ;
Uncommon.—A bear was killed at Cape Woodman, of Portland, was found dead in A great variety of Children’s Books ;
on the first Monday in January next, at ten of days.
DANIEL WOOD,
Porpoise, (Kennebunk-port,) on Friday, last bed, on the morning of Thursday, last week. Ware on the formation of the Christian char the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
,
EL1HU HAYES.
It
is
uncertain
whether
her
death
was
occa

acter
;
any
they
have,
why
the
prayer
of
said
petition
Dated at Lebanon, the 25th >
week.
sioned by intoxication, or by blows inflicted Daily Piety ; Comforts of Piety ;
should not be granted.
daj' of October, A. D. 1831. 5
upon her by some person unknown—she was Little Manuel ; Daily Food ;
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
MADAWASKA.
A true copy,—Attest,
&aily
in .lugusta,
Aids to Devotion ; Christian Lyre ;
The Governor and Council have adjourned. bruised about the temples and body.
„
Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
Malcom’s Bible Dictionary ;
What order has been taken on the subject of
; Nov. 12.
aton
severance propose to
Shepard Cary has been elected Represen Frugal Housewife, 7th edition ;
the Madawaska difficulties we have not learn
publish a daily newspaper in Augusta,
ed precisely; but understand one of the Coun tative to the next Legislature of this State, Church Member’s Guide ;
“AlJCT I
during the session of the Legislature, if a suf
Dabney’s Hymns, large & miniature editions;
cillors, Mr. Smith, of this county, has been from Houlton District.
FipHE subscriber will sell by ficientnumber of subscribers can be obtained
Worcester’s Watts, do. do. do.;
deputed to proceed to Fredericton, ascertain
JL
Auction, on Tuesday, the to be called the MAINE DAILY JOURNAL.
Bowdoin College.—The whole number Winchell’s Watts, a great variety of sizes and
the condition of the prisoners there, and if
22d instant, at2 o’clock, P.M. near The Daily Journal will be delivered to sub
bindings ;
necessary take measures for the subsistence of students at this institution, the present term,
the dwelling-house of William scribers every morningatthe low price of one
of their families. In the mean time the Gen is 156,—Freshmen 44, Sophomores 48,—in Village Hymns ; Watts’ Psalms and Hymns ;
Quarto, Octavo, Duodecimo and Pocket Huff of Kennebunk-port, uLOT OF LAND dollar for the session, and wall contain the
eral Government will undoubtedly be urged the Select Departments 5.
containing about 40 Acres—said Land is Legislative proceedings of the previous day,
Bibles ;
to bring the existing difficulties to a speedy
situated in Kennebunk-port, about one quar together with an abstract of Congressional
termination.—Augusta Courier.
“ No criminal trials were had, and but one Cologne and Lavander ; Teeth Brushes ;
ter of a mile from the Rev. Mr. Sherburn’s news and the foreign & domestic intelligence
indictment for a criminal offence found,” at Desk Stamps ; Pocket and dress combs ;
Meeting-house, and adjoins land owned by of the day.
Fine teeth Ivory do. ;
the
term
of
the
S.
J.
Court,
at
Bangor,
which
What have the Governor and Council done 2
Daily papers have heretofore been estab
William Huff, Benjamin Thompson, and
Black, White and Brown Bonnet papers ;
closed
its
session
on
the
5th
inst.
is a question-in every body’s mouth. We
lished only in large commercial towns. They
Every article of Stationary usually enquired others.—Terms at Sale.
answer with regret, little or nothing. It is
depend mainly on a large population to whom
InkDANIEL WALKER.
Fires.—A barn belonging to Mr. Geo. I for, such as Quills
.; Ink ;, Ink-powder
x
__ ,; ___
said that the Governor has appointed one of
they can be delivered every morning or even
Knight,
of
Durham,
N.
H.
was
destroyed
by
stan
ds
;
Writing
and
Letter
paper,
&c.
&c.
;
N.
B.
The
above
land
will
be
disposed
of
his Councillors to visit Fredericton as an al
ing without expense of postage. There is no
fire
early
in
the
evening
of
31st
ult.
—
a
yoke
of
"
"
at
private
sale
any
time
previous
to
the
22d
P
ARTRIDGES
’
and
B
ELL
’
S
superior
moner of the state, or a commissioner to the
PASTE BLACKING.
inst. Any person wishing to purchase can, instance, we believe, in this or any other
prisoners, to see that they are well fed and oxen, 2 or 3 cows, a hog, which had been
killed
and
dressed
the
preceding
afternoon,
on a long credit and fair terms by applying country, where a daily paper is published in
The
Token,
and
the
Atlantic
Souvenir,
for
taken care of! We know the difficulties that
a town having no larger population than Au
as above.
.await every step of the Governor and Coun and several tons of hay were likewise de 1832, bound elegantly, with superb engra
vings.
Kennebunk, Nov. 12.
!gusta ; but anxious as we are to meet the just
cil ; but if they do not look out for the State, stroyed.—One double and two single saw
expectations of the citizens of the State and
who will ? and why assemble the Council to mills were burnt at Saccarappa, Wednesday The Lady’s Book, a splendid work.
the members of the Legislature, we have
do what the Governor could do himself? The night last, about 12 o’clock. The former be THOMAS’, ROBINSON’S, PORTER’S
concluded to make the attempt in the hope
3? MINIATURE ALMANACKS
most prominent and the noblest page in longed to J. & N. Warren and the two latter HEALTH
For 1832, &c. &c. &c.
rj^HE two story dwelling-house that the citizens of Gardiner, Hallowell and
Enoch Lincoln’s biography is the active and to Geo. Small and Henry Babb. Considera
ble lumber was also burnt with the mills.—
•
and Buildings connected with Waterville, to whom we shall offer the paper
All the above articles will be sold
zealous part he took in defending the sover
Loss about $7000.
it
and
about
one acre of land, situa every morning, will unite in giving us that
at
fair
prices
in
quantities
or
at
retail.
eignty of the State. His correspondence and
ted in Alfred, nearly opposite the Court support which other daily papers find in large
Those
wishing
to
purchase
are
invited
to
energetic acts relating to our North Eastern
House, and now occupied by John Parsons, commercial towns.
A yoke of oxen worth $60 were stolen one call and examine his stock.
Frontier have given him a reputation which
It shall be our endeavor to report the pro
Esq.
night
last
week,
from
a
barn
in
Kensington,
Kennebunk, Nov. 12.
in coeVal with the History of th,e State.
The terms of payment will be liberal.—For ceedings of the Legislature faithfully and
N.
H.,
driven
to
Newburyport
and
sold
for
Portland Advertiser.
impartially, never distorting or misrepresent
$48., The thief has not yet been discovered. JOURNAL OF HEALTH^ particulars apply to the subscriber.
ing the language of political opponents in de
N. D. APPLETON.
Conducted by an association of Physicians,
FROM ST. UBES.
bate. Indeed we hope to acquire such a rep
Alfred, Nov. 7, 1831.
HYMENEAL.
T S published twice a month, at Philadelphia,
utation for fairness and impartiality in this re
(¡fr’The ship Moscow, Rogers, arrived at
J. 16 pages 8vo. at 1,25 per annum in ad
spect, that all parties shall have confidence in
this port Thursday eve. from St. Ubes, Oct. 5.
MARRIED—In Saco, Mr. Sylvanus Knight, vance.—The Journal of Law, is published
whatever we may publish of legislative pro
The Captain states that it was reported at St. of Philadelphia, to Miss Margaret Talpey, of S.
.H.
B.
of
W
ilmington,
Vermont,
!
at
the
office
of
the
Journal
of
Health,
in
num

ceedings.
In Limerick, Mr. Samuel L. Julian, to Miss
Ubes, that a revolution had broken out at Op
bers
of
16
pages,
8vo.
on
the
1st
and
3d
Wed

offers
to
teach
a
school
in
Wells,
from,
De-'
We shall send our daily to all the printers
orto. An English 74 and frigate were moored Nancy L. Hill, both of L. Mr. Jeremiah Bean,
of Belmont, to Miss Sally Cammett, of Water nesdays of every month. Price $1,50 per an cember to April, without any compensation. of newspapers in the Slate, trusting they will
off the Public Squares at Lisbon.—lb.
borough.
num in advance.
A letter from the inhabitants of a school use a little endeavor to procure us that pat
in York, Mr. Andrew Clark, to Miss Nancy
S. COLMAN, Portland, is Agent for the above district, conveyed by mail, will be regarded.
ronage which is necessary to ensure its pub
Thanksgiving in New-York, 8th December. M. Brooks,
October 24,1831.
valuable works for this State.
lication.
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For Sale.

Pro Bono Publico*

&

AN INfJLUABL®

MURDER AND ARSON.

PROBATE NOTICE.

&EMEDT

On the 18th ult. a black boy, named John,
and belonging to Mr. Joseph Willis, of Com
At a Court ofProbate holdenat Limerick, within
Tested by experience and sustained by Testimonials.
mack, L. I. set fire to his master’s house. T>ALEY’S THEOLOGY, with notes, and
TO A YOUNG FRIEND.
andfor the county of York, on thefirst Mon
JL
40
pages
of
beautiful
copperplate
illus

OST people have a remedy for Corns
The
particulars
as
far
as
we
have
learnt
are
as
BY BERNARD BARTON.
day oj October, in the year of our Lord eigh
as well as other complaints but the
follows: It appears, he had been suspected trations, which both beautify and enrich the
teen hundred and thirty-one, by the Honi
Dost thou not love, when leaves are greenest,
proprietor of the long known and justly
of stealing money at different times from his work. It should be studied in every semina
And summer has just begun ;
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
celebrated ALBION
When in the stillness of moonlight thou leanest, master’s desk. On the evening of the fire he ry, and constitute a part of every family library.
Court:
.
The Young Ladies Class Book : by Eben
overheard Mr. and Mrs. W. threaten to carry
Where glittering waters run,
N the petition of Nathaniel Grant;
CCftUNr PLASTER!
ezer
Bailey,
Principal
of
the
Young
Ladies
’
To see by that gentle and peaceful beam,
him before a justice in the morning; be wait
executor of the last will of Oliver
The willow bent low to the sparkling stream ?
ed till about twelve o’clock. When he proceed High School, Boston. This chaste, elevated
Young, late of Somersworth, in the State (as
of prepared by the late Dr. Conway,) has
ed to the cellar with his lighted candle, which and popular Class Book, is designed for read New-Hampshire, deceased, representing that been made acquainted with no instancepf
And oh ! in a lovely autumnal day,
he applied to a bag of tallow, hanging to the ing in the higher classes in Female Semina the last will of said Oliver has been duly ap its proper application, in which it has not
When leaves are changing before thee,
ceiling, the fire spread rapidly, he commenced ries, and is already extensively used ; though proved and allowed by the Judge of Probate been preferred to all other remedies for
Do not nature’s charms, as they slowly decay,
saving his own effects, after which he gave but a few months out of press, a third edition for the coiinty of Strafford in said State of Corns, those painful disfigurers of the feet
Shed their own mild influence o’er thee ?
—And hast thou not felt, as thou stoodst to gaze, the alarm, but not till the flames had made a has been demanded.
New-Hampshire, and that said Oliver died
Blake’s Philosophy; being conversations seized of certain real estate in said county of and enemies to locomotion.
great progress; Mr. W. his wife and four
The touching lesson the scene displays ?
The Albion Corn Plaster softens the
young children had barely time to escape in on Philosophy, with plates and questions.
([^Probably the familiar and happy illus York, on which said will may operate, and corn* however old and tough, and extracts
It should be thus, at an age like thine,
their night clothes. The wretch has since
[S fUBMSl
praying that a copy of said will and the ProAnd it has been thus with me,
confessed the deed, and that it was his origin trations with which this work abounds, have bate thereof undei’ the seal of the Court of it to the very roots. The relief afforded is
JAM
When the freshness of feeling and heart were al intention to sacrifice the lives of the in accomplished more in diffusing a general Probate for the county of Strafford aforesaid, gentle, immediate and thorough.
'Office on the I
knowledge
of
natural
philosophy
through
the
mine,
mates.—The house and its contents were
The Proprietor begs leave to submit the
may be filed and recorded in said probate of
teems
As they never more can be,
mass of the community, than all other works.
wholly consumed.
fice for the county of York, and such proceed following case, from Mr. Stowell, who is
Two dolla
Yet think not I ask thee to pity my lot,—
The
Boston
School
Atlas,
comprising
Ele

We
also
learn
he
has
made
confession
ings had thereon as to law and justice may well known to the inhabitants of this city,
Perhaps I see beauty where thou seest it not.
Interest will
that he drowned a child of Mr. Willis, three1 mental Geography and Astronomy ; a most appertain :
especially at the south end, and at Soutli
remain u'>pa
beautiful
work
for
the
younger
classes
in
or-four
years
since,
during
the
absence
of
its
Hast thou seen, in winter’s stormiest day,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
paper discon
parents, who found the child in a tub 1 he Schools, furnishing an accurate map of the tice thereof to all persons interested in said Boston, as a very worthy and respectable
The trunk of the blighted oak,
jishers, ontili
assigns as a cause, that the child would not State of Maine, perspicuously laid down. estate, by causing a copy of this order to be citizen.
Not dead, but sinking in slow decay
The pwblisl
Blake’s Astronomy, illustrated with steel published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
Beneath time’s resistless stroke,—
A CASE.
accompany him to the barn.
tiny error in
Round which a luxuriant ivy had grown,
plates.
SIR—I do not hesitate to give tny most'
in
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,
three
weeks
And wreathed it with verdure no longer its own ?
ff/^This work precisely meets the wants of
Nlarjed for i
Serious Accident.—On Saturday evening,
successively, the last publication thereof to be unqualified approbation in favor ofj’ou'r
about 7 o’clock, a most dangerous explosion Common Schools, and will undoubtedly ob thirty days at least before the first Monday of valuable Albion Corn Plaster. By the use
O smile not and think it a worthless thing,
took place at Messrs. Morris and Cummings’ tain a most extensive sale. Every man in the December next, that they may appear at a
If it be with instruction fraught ;—
of less than a box, Mrs. Stowell has beerf
Bolivar Foundry, in Anthony-street, between community should possess general ideas on Probate Court to be holden at York, in said
That which will closest and longest cling,
Elm and Centre-streets. The workmen were this elevated science, which this beautiful county, on the first Monday in December cured of a corn on each foot, which had
Is alone worth a serious thought—
been exceedingly troublesome and painful
employed in pouring the molten iron into a work, at a moderate price, furnishes.
May ought be unlovely, which thus can shed
aforesaid, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
large casting frame, to form an annealing
Grace on the dying, and leave not the dead ?
The above, together with an extensive and shew cause, if any they have, why the for years, and 1 think it but justice to your
kettle for Messi’s. Phelps & Peck, of about assortment of
prayer of said petition should not be granted. invaluable preparation to add, (for the en
Now in thy youth beseech of Him,
six feet in depth and of about two and SCHOOL AND MISCELLANEOUS
couragement of those, who owing to repeat-'
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Who giveth, upbraiding not,
a half across; about 3000 lbs. had been
BOOKS, & STATIONARY
A true copy—Attest,
ed disappointments in the various remedied
On a sco
That His light in thy breast become not dim,
ARTICLES,
run in when the vent by some means became
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
resorted to, have finally despaired of a cure,)
'whilst I w
That His love be unforgot—
choked ; the rarification of the air below the Constantlyfor sale at
Oct. 15.
And thy God, in the darkest day, shall be
mk, on the
that your plaster cured her corns after trying
J, K. REMICII’S Bookstore.
earth (as the casting frame was buried about
Greenness, and beauty, and strength to thee.
waiting for
six feet,) of course produced an immediate &
To
the Honorable County Commissioners next other highly recommended remedies to no'
Oct. 29,1831.
the roarin'
tremendous explosion ; the building was
to meet at Alfred, within and for the County purpose ; and what increases my confidence
brake,
ash<
DISSOLUTION OF
shaken almost to falling, and six men were in
of York, on the second Tuesday of October, in the superiority of your Plaster, is the fact
THE BELGIAN BATTLE SONG.
getting reae
jured, 5 not severely. Out of the 3000 lbs. of
A. D. 1831.
that it has been used by several of my
On to the battle, Belgians march !
aration wei
iron run in, not 100 lbs. can be found. At
HE Copartnership heretofore existing T> ESPECTFULLY represent your Pe- neighbors with equally good success. A
The Dutchmen quake with dread :
of feet, trar
the moment of the explosion, one of the
We’ll win the bright triumphal arch,
under the firm of
aX titioners, that so much of the roads now man advanced in years, had become so crip, ¡ng the she
workmen was upon the point of rising the
Or die in glory’s bed.
travelled, leading from Saco to Limerick, as pled with corns, as to he obliged to cut holes
my surprisi
DANIE& WISE & Co.
door of the furnace to let out more melted
lie in the upper part of Biddeford and lower
I supposed
Remember how your fathers have
iron, but the shock prevented him (and most is by mutual consent this day dissolved. The part of Hollis, are very hilly, crooked and cir in his shoes to ease his feet ; he had long
petuously i
Of old for freedom died !
providentially) from so doing, for the explo business relating to said firm will be settled cuitous ; that a road beginning near the house suffered great torture and inconvenience—
in this cou
Their ashes from each bloody grave
sion threw two men immediately under the by Daniel Wise,
haß lately been entirely cured by the use of ■son says,
Cry, “ tarnish not our pride.”
All persons having accounts open at the late owned by Sylvanus Lowell in Biddeford, your Corn Plaster, so that he can now walk
mouth of the furnace from whence the burn
and running north about fifty-six degrees
«— TI
ing fluid would have rushed, and of course, store are requested to call and settle them west, three miles and eighty-one rods to the with comfort, and in whole shoes.—Anoth
The ball,
Come, fight for firesides, fight for fame J
without
delay.
DANIEL
WISE,
instantly killed them.—N. Y. Standard.
fee
guide-board near James Clark’s in Hollis, er case.—A young woman living near me,
Not all the world in arms
JOHN FROST.
Shall bid us turn our backs in shame,
would pass over excellent land for a road, had become so lame in consequence of corns,
When I
Kennebunk,
October
27,
1831.
A Really New Case.—Some of the papers,
Or shun fierce war’s alarms.
being without either hills or low-lands of any as not to be able to go up and down stairs
great was i
entitled “ the Liberator,” having been received
importance. The roads usually travelled are (
without great trouble, is now using the Plas to behold i
Then onward, let our banners fly,
at Raleigh, N. C. the Attorney General sub
by Goodwin’s Mills, and by Hollis-landing.—
hind legs,'
----------------------------------------------------And give our bugles breath ;
ter with the most happy success, and pros
mitted to the Grand Jury an indictment
if to make
HE Stockholders of the Kennebunk The proposed road will shorten the distance, pect of speedy cure.
Forward, and be our battle cry,
against Wm. Lloyd Garrison and Mr. Knapp,
with white
Bank, are informed that Five Thousand compared with the former of these routs 409
“ For liberty or death.”
the editor and publisher of the paper, for its
I could refer to several other cases, were
rods, or nearly a mile and a half, compared
dropping f
Dollars of the Capital Stock of said Bank, will
“
circulation
and
publication
”
in
the
County,
with the latter 786 rods or nearly two miles it necessary, but I have seen enough of the
shaggy br
But hush—amid that dusty cloud,
in contravention to the act of the last Gener be paid to them on the first of November and a half.—It will besides be a great accom Plaster to satisfy me it is the best prepara
of his won
See yonder bold array,
next,
on
application
at
said
Bank.
al Assembly.—The Grand Jury, it is said,
modation to numerous families living on the tion in this country, or perhaps in any oth.
Is it the Dutch ?—Lord what a crowd !
and growli
Per
order,
found it a “ true bill”—and it was supposed
Good God—let’s run away.
new rout, who are now destitute of a conve er, for the cure of corns, and were its vir in his rear
HENRY CLARK, Cashier.
the accused would be demanded by the Gov
nient road.—Wherefore your Petitioners pray
had issued
October
28,
1831.
ernor of the State, of the Executive of Massa
the Hon. Commissioners, after giving due no tues generally known, I doubt whether you
shells, spc
__ LATE OMISSIONS.
chusetts !
stood bruit
tice as the law requires, to proceed to view could prepare the article fast enough to
feet long,
the proposed rout for a road and to establish meet the public demand.
INSULT TO THE AMERICAN FLAG.
Remarkable Preservation.—A correspon
dipped in t
(Signed)
SETH STOWELL.
the same as a public highway, and as in duty
The impudence of the British Government
dent in Grafton informs us of a most remark
Achilles, fi
bound will ever pray.
Keeper
of
the
Toll
house,
South
Boston
schooners on the West India station has for sev able and Providential instance of preservation
CAPS.
coat of ma
ROBERT CLEAVES, and many others.
Bridge.
eral years been a subject of complaint by Ameri- of life in that town, on Saturday last. Roland
back curv
UST received a large assortment of CAPS
Boston, June 17th, 1829.
can vessels navigating those seas, and calls for Hapgood of Shrewsbury, a workman on the
mouth thre
STATE OF MAINE.
of every description.
Price
50
cents.
jaws, two
the prompt attention of our government. In the steeple of the new meeting house, now erect
York, ss.
Constantly
on
hand
’ tail six fee
At a Court begun and held before the County
present case the competency of an American ing in Grafton, in attempting to get from a
constantly
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF HATS,
Commissioners for said County, at Alfred, in
DEBILITATED FEMALES.
ship master, of an American Consul and Ameri staging seventy feet from the ground to one
gather for<
over his head, lost his balance and fell. He
of which will be sold cheap for CASH,
and for said County, on the second Tuesday
HE
complaints
peculiar
to
the
female
can agents at Havana, have been impeached by first struck upon the roof of the meeting all
head, glan
FUR, or LAMB SKINS at the Shop àcof October, A. D. 1831.
part
of
the
community,
have
been
the Lieutenantof a little British cruiser, “ clothed house, thirty feet from the place where he had cupied by
EDWARD GOULD.
tering hiss
N
this
petition
the
Court
appoint
the
fif

Oct. 29.
long successfully treated by the administra
with a little brief authority.” But it remains to been standing, from thence to the eaves of
The” cor
teenth day ofNovember next, at 10 o’
when I st<
tion of the Aromatic Pills, originally pre
be seen if his bare word will be sufficient to out the house was fourteen feet, from which he SÆTÆP&
PI
aMŸÏî
clock, A. M. as the time when they, the said
ingover. '
weigh their demands for satisfaction. The fol was precipitated to the ground, a further dis
Commissioners, will proceed to view the rout scribed and compounded by Dr. RELFE.
scribed ab
tance of thirty seven feet. Wonderful as it
TOOR a Vessel of400 tons, & one for the highway prayed for in said Petition, They cleanse the blood from those disorders
lowing is from the Newbern, N. C. Spectator :
as large as
ATqA?*
of 300—wanted immediately and at that time will hear the Petitioners and of the female constitution, for which the
Boston Patriot. may seem, be escaped without any serious
motions w
injury except a dislocation of the right shoul M$Kby GEORGE W. BOURNE,
those
who
may
object
to
the
prayer
of
said
Pills are an effectual specific ; they restore
If each fel
The brig Henry, of Beaufort, N. C. owned der. On Monday he was able to walk his
HENRY KINGSBURY.
Petition,
and
their respective witnesses, at the a free circulation, reform the irregular ope
prudently
by Capt. Otway Burns, of B. and chartered room free from pain, and was intending on
Kennebunk-landing, Oct. 28, 1831.
dwelling-house of Benjamin Dudley, at Good rations of the sanguiferous system, and rec
ing the sti
by some gentlemen in New-York for Galves that day to ride home to his father’s in
win’s Mills in Lyman, in said County—and tify the disordered habits. The proprietor’s
gerents.
ton, Mexico, while on her voyage was taken Shrewsbury.— Worcester Spy.
the said Commissioners order that the Peti
by a British armed schooner and carried into
confidence
in
the
superior
excellence
of
this
Bruin tl
tioners give notice thereof to all persons and
Havana, and salvage demanded for the service.
HE subscriber will pay the following corporations interested therein, by causing equally innocent and powerful preparation
look, whic
Distressing Occurrence.—Probably many of
Letters from the Captain, American Consul our readers recollect the melancholy cir
dence in 1
prices for green Ox and Cow HIDES.
is founded on the most decisive testimony
and Agents at Havana are in our possession, cumstance of the child which was lost in the All over 50 lbs. 6 and one quarter Dol said Petition and this order to be published in
dertaking
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
three
weeks
succes

from
many
restored
patients.
He
can
as

which we shall give the substance of, as they woods in Deerfield a few years since. A simi lars per 100 lbs. and all under 50 lbs. 6 and
paring to
sively ; by posting up the same in three pub sure this portion of the public, that when
are too long for publication entire. The Cap lar event has occurred in the neighborhood of one half dollars per 100 lbs.
ting hims
lic
places
in
each
of
the
towns
of
Hollis
and
tain states that on the 21st August, as he was the town of Gilford, as will appear by the fol
furiously i
RALPH CURTIS.
Biddeford, and causing the town Clerks of
crossing the Great Bahama Bank, in his di lowing extract from a letter to a gentleman in
ready for
said
towns
of
Hollis
and
Biddeford
respect

N.
B.
The
subscriber
requests
all
persons
PILLS FOR
rect passage to Galveston, he was chased by this town, dated Gilford, Oct. 17.
body parti
against whom he has any demands, to call, set ively to be served with the same.—The first
a suspicious looking vessel, which kept up a
bruin half
Exeter News Letter.
tle and pay, according to previous agreement, publication in said Gazette, to be thirty days,
fire with shot upon him for several hours,
rolled hitr
“ I have been for several days past in search
at least, before the said 15th day ofNovember,
R. CURTIS.
while the chase continued.—Capt. M. to of a lad who is lost in the woods. He is the if they wish to save cost.
to be put
and the other notices to be given as aforesaid, are regularly taken according to the direc
October 29, 1831.
avoid being overtaken, and at the request of son of Mr. Nehemiah Brown, of this town,
successioi
thirty days at least before said 15th day of tions accompanying them, they revive and ; as often r
the mate and passengers, threw overboard his and is about 14 years of age—and what makes
November,
on
which
day
the
Petitioners
are
FLAX-SEED
WANTED.
knocked 1
establish the desired healthy habits, and re
deck load and kept in shore, but to no pur the case particularly distressing, he has been
required to produce proper evidence that the store to the palid countenance the natural
to give th
pose ; he was overtaken and boarded by his dumb from his birth. He has now been mis
HE subscribers wish to purchase Three foregoing order has been complied with.
of his tail
pursuer, which proved to be the British arm sing nine days, and exposed to all' the hor
Hundred Bushels clean FLAX
glow of health and good spirits.
A
ttest
,
JERE.
BRADBURY,
Clerk.
the alligat
ed schr. Kangaroo, Lieut. Hooker. Capt. M. rors of the late storm, without hat, shoes or
SEED , and will pay a fair price.
The
pills
are
an
approved
general
rem

Copy of said Petition and order thereon.
coat of he
exhibited his papers, and had, during the food, upon the mountains between Alton and
PALMER & MILLER.
edy in cases of obstructions, debility, hypo
but he bo
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
whole time, his flag, the American Ensign, Gilford. Hundreds of men, belonging to
Oct. 29.
chondria,
green
sickness,
giddiness,
palpion to con
Oct. 15.
flying at his maintopmast head. Lieut. Hook Gilford and the neighboring towns, have been
tation of the heart, bad digestion, loathing
He made
er, so Capt. M. states, took his mate forward, constantly employed in seeking him, notwith
offood, pain of the stomach, shortness of
dexterity,
and told him, if he, and the passengers and standing the inclemency of the weather ; but
thisclum
breath upon every little motion, sinking of
crew, (who were all blacks) would state that his body has not yet been found. The tracks
HE subscriber- offers for sale a quantity
him incaj
they were afraid of Capt. M’s capacity to car of his bare feet have been seen on the moun
LL persons indebted to the subscribers, the spirits, and its consequences, a dejected
ofsuperfine
j to the alii
ry them to their port, which Lieut. H. as tain, near Guinea Pond. It is needless to add
on Note or Account, are requested to countenance and dislike for exercise and
SlinvardStreet
IFlour.
the blow i
sured them was the case, he would take pos that we have no expectation of finding him
make payment, on or before the first day conversation.
of
WM. LORD.
alligator i
session of the Brig, carry her into port and alive.”
October
next
;
as
demands
remaining
unpaid
Oct. 22.
Married ladies will find the Pills equally : he could
demand salvage ! Capt. M. states that Lieut.
at that time, will be left with an Attorney for
round the
Hooker effected his purpose, and accordingly
collection, unless there is an agreement to useful, except in cases of pregnancy, when
A huge rattle-snake, for 14 years in the
carried her into Havana, where he did de menagerie of the Dey of Algiers, has been
they must not be taken ; neither must they | ing him t
the contrary.
ALFRED SMITH,
I fore legs,
mand salvage. Capt. M. repaired to the brought to New York from France, for ex ^TNOR sale, two yoke of good
JOHN P. MELLEN.
be taken by persons of hectic or consump*
now in a
WORKING OXEN.
American Consulate, and requested the Con hibition. His bite is so poisonous that eve
tive habits. They may be used successful
his coat (
For further particulars enquire
sul’s assistance, which was promptly granted. ry animal put in his way meets with instant
A. S. & J. P. M. offer for ly by either men or women in all Hypo ■ than his I
of JOSHUA E. TREADWELL. fgggBu
The Consuly as he himself states, told the
r ~ t sale a FARM in Hollis, called the chondriac, Hysteric or Vapourish disor
“ The
Lieutenant he should not agree to his demand death.
Kennebunk, Oct. 6, 1831.
GORDON FARM, containing 51 ders. In all cases of this description, the ’ As a Ke
—that if he got salvage it should be in a court
Several persons have lately been poisoned
SALT.
acres, together with the Whittier Pills purify, invigorate, and revive the dis
Mup f
of law.
in New York, from eating a small species of
had supp
QUANTITY of Salt for sale by the sub lot, containing 20 acres.
ordered system. Price $1,50 cents a box.
We will give the Consul’s own words, in mackerel. Their skin became flushed, and
1 should
—.ALSO.—
scriber.
WM. LORD.
his letter to the charterers. “ The brig Henry, soon assumed the color of mahogany. Some
#%None genuine unless signed on the [ Nation of
One half of a HOUSE and lot in Saco, outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
of Beaufort, N. C. was brought in here, (Ha vomited and others were assisted by physi
Oct. 7,1831.
"Now
near Rev. Mr. Johnson’s Meeting-house, now
vana) a few days since, in charge of the Brit
cians, so that no deaths occurred.
maji
ish armed schr. Kangaroo, Lieut. Hooker,
occupied by Mr. Nathaniel R. Shackford. etor, T. Kidder, immediate successor to
the
late
Dr.
W.
T.
C
onway
.
For
sale
E hereby forbid all persons passing Terms liberal.
who states that he took charge of her on the
The al
tf.
through or over land near Samuel
with all the other “ Conway Medicines,
reclamation of the mate, passengers and Rev. Mr. Blodget, of Dawluskle Island, near
M dowi
Saco, Aug. 15, 1831.
__________ ______
Buzzell’s, in going to or returning from the
at his counting Room, No. 99, next door to
crew ; and demanded salvage for this notable Savannah, has made 150 bushels of salt by
«nouth, tl
service. I of course refused his demand, and evaporation, said to be equal to Turks Island. Beach, belonging to the subscribers, if they SEKLKVG off stock
J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court1 ind his r
would
avoid
the
penalty
of
the
law,
for
such
----------------------------------------------------'head
sh
told him he could only obtain it by legal pro
and Hanover streets, near Concert Hall, Bos*
A woman in Warwick, N. Y. named Kerr, trespass.
fetched a
HE subscriber intending to make a new ton :—&also, by his special appointment, by
cess.” Lieut. Hooker sued, but afterwards,
HARRISON MURPHY,
arrangement in his business, offers his
, ’Hor'byj
as the Agents state, became ashamed of him went to bed intoxicated night of 29th ult.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
BENJAMIN LEWIS.
entire stock of Goods at reduced prices.
entirely (
self and withdrew the suit. They all concur quarreled with her husband, who turned her
*#
*Large
discount
to
those
who
buyto
Kennebunk-port,
October
15,
1831.
Having purchased a large portion of his
in stating that Capt. M. lost several articles, out of bed. She then laid down by the fire,
M he ]
present stock within a few weeks, he is ena sell again. ________
'■tree that
which Capt. M. specifies, as some provisions, her clothes caught, and before she could
'______
~POTATOES WANTED.
bled to offer good bargains to those who wish
an anchor, pump, stancheons, crow bar, a come to her senses, was burnt to death.
Purchase
tyhichpj
hawser, &c. taken from him by the Briton,
to purchase with cash.
F
JOHN
P.
MELLEN.
Aether,
Bushelsgoodroimd
and for which he made no reparation. Capt.
The great rattle-snake from Algiers has died <«
HE subscriber hereby gives notice tnai
.^ebi
J '
'W POTATOES, for which Cash
M. again took charge of his brig, after the at New York supposed from having bitten
ÏT’dOO yards 4-4 Cotton and Wool
he has contracted with the town o
fethigl
Lieutenant gave her up, refitted and proceed himself. The Post says he was originally will be given.
Cloth will be received in exchange for goods.
Kennebunk, for the support of the Poor, io,deep, 'j
STONE-MASON.
from this country, and throve surprisingly in
ed on his voyage.
Saco, Aug. 15,1831.
tf.
the present year, and that suitable accommo coiribata]
Kennebunk-port, Sept. 22, 1831.
This is a matter for our Government, and the climate of Africa.
dations are provided for them at the Poor?verthei
we refrain giving an opinion, but still think it
bubbles
House, where they will be properly taken
A thief lately robbed a house in New York
looks very much like piracy. Capt. M’s. rea
care of.—He therefore forbids all persons har Here
sons for being so desirous to avoid being over at mid-day, of a parcel of silver spoons. The
Wanted by If- W.Lord, » Co
*°seaga
HE subscriber will continue to purchase bouring or trusting any of them in any way
taken by the schooner were, his having once, lady of the house heard him jingling the sil
hasty gj.
HAY as usual—but wishes for none or manner on his account or on account of tw
FOR WHICH THE HIGHEST CASH PRICE
on the same coast, been robbed by a pirate, ver and called out “ John, are you going to
town, as no debts of their contracting will M
but
the
first
quality.
WILL
BE
GIVEN.
clean
the
silver
to-day
?•
”
The
rogue
answer

and the Kangaroo had no flag up, which of
■ ^tgator
paid.
JAMES WARRENWILLIAM LORD.
Goff's Mill Tannery, >
course increased his fears. Such things will ed “ yes, mam,” and passed out the front
|
Kennebunk,
Sept.
23,1831.
«
Kennebunk,
Sept.
30,1831.
Sept.
28,
1831.
$
door.
certainly not be suffered to pass unnoticed.
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